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ABSTRACT

An abstract of the dissertation of Sangsuree Vasupongayya for the Doctor of Phi-t
losophy in Computer Science presented December 4, 2007.

Title: Goal-oriented Job Scheduling for Parallel Computer Systems

System administrators for parallel computers face many difficulties when managing job scheduling systems. First, current production job schedulers use many
parameters, which seem flexible but it is highly challenging to configure and tune
these parameters. Second, fair share is an important scheduling goal, but it is
not clear what kind of fair share can be expected under current schedulers and
how fair share impacts scheduling performance. Third, several job runtime prediction methods were proposed to improve inaccurate user-estimated runtimes, but
these methods could under-estimate runtimes by a large amount and it is not clear
whether they are practical for use on real systems. To address these issues, we
study existing scheduling policies and design new policies. We evaluate policy
performance by event-driven simulation, using real job traces.
To simplify the system administration task, we propose a new scheduling framework, which allows the system administrators to specify only high-level objectives,
while the scheduler automatically decides the schedules according to the given
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objectives and adapts to workload changes. We investigate several design and implementation choices of the goal-oriented policies. We show that by optimizing
performance for objectives, goal-oriented policies have the potential to considerably improve the performance.
To provide a better understanding of fair share policies supported by current
production schedulers and their impact on scheduling performance, we evaluate
two classes of fair share policies using a wide range of performance measures and
several fair share measures proposed in this thesis. Our evaluation results show that
fair share indeed reduces heavy-demand users from dominating system resources;
However, our detailed per-user performance results show that some types of users
may suffer unfairness under fair share, possibly due to priority mechanisms used
by the current schedulers.
As for runtime predictions, we find that using previous methods results in
poor performance and unfairness problems, because of under-estimated runtimes
induced by predictions. To reduce the problems, we investigate several alternative
methods, including inflated each initial prediction by half of the requested runtime
and two-class runtime estimates. We find that these alternative methods can
outperform previous methods in most cases.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Scheduling for high-performance parallel computer workloads typically has numerous performance objectives that are in conflict with each other. For example, giving
priority to short jobs improves responsiveness but may starve long jobs; enforcing
a fair share of resources among users may impact other important performance
measures. Existing job schedulers are not only cumbersome but are also ineffective in dealing with such multi-objective job scheduling problems. In this thesis,
we propose a new job scheduling framework to greatly simplify the management
of job schedulers and possibly improve the performance of current job scheduling
policies for parallel systems. To evaluate the performance of new goal-oriented
policies, we compare their performance with backfill policies, which are commonly
studied and used on production parallel computer systems. To the best of our
knowledge, such goal-oriented job scheduling polices have not been proposed before. In addition, we study several open questions regarding improving the highly
inaccurate job runtime information provided by users and the impact of fair share
on scheduling performance.
Section 1.1 describes a conceptual model for parallel job scheduling. Section 1.2
further provides motivation for this research. Section 1.3 provides an overview of
the proposed scheduling framework and our design approach. Section 1.4 lists the
contributions of this thesis. The organization of the remainder of this thesis is
given in Section 1.5.
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Figure 1.1: A conceptual model of parallel job scheduling system
1.1

A CONCEPTUAL JOB SCHEDULING MODEL

On a general-purpose parallel computer system, there is an open stream of jobs
arriving for services. Most production parallel systems use non-preemptive scheduling policies, under which a job will run to completion without interruption once the
job is stared. Typically, each job is submitted with the requirements of processors
and memory and a runtime estimate. Upon each job arrival and departure, the
scheduler looks through the waiting job queue and determines what jobs can start
execution according to the scheduling policy set by the system administrator. Jobs
that are chosen to start execution are removed from the waiting queue. Every job
in the system will be eventually executed unless the job is canceled by the user.
Figure 1 shows a conceptual model of parallel job scheduling systems.
1.2

BACKGROUND: PREVIOUS WORK A N D MOTIVATION

Production job schedulers employed at supercomputing centers use a variety of

non-preemptive scheduling policies. These policies typically use queue-based or
job-based priorities. In queue-based priority schedulers (e.g., PBS [53], LSF [58]),
each queue is configured with a priority and possibly various constraints. Jobs from
the highest-priority queue are scheduled first. Under job-based priority schedulers
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(e.g., Maui Scheduler [33], Moab [51], LoadLeveler [36]), jobs are prioritized using
a weighted sum of job measures. Below we use simplified real-life examples to
show how these schedulers can be configured to deal with more than one objective,
illustrating the difficulty in using these schedulers.
Let us consider two performance goals commonly placed on parallel computers:
preventing starvation and giving some preference to short jobs. With queue-based
priority schedulers, we can define a short-job queue and give the queue the highest
priority. In addition, we may create large-job queue and give it priority over smaller
jobs to help large jobs, since it is difficult to find sufficient resources for large jobs
under high load. To prevent starvation, we may place limits on the number of
short jobs and large jobs that can be executing at the same time. Similarly, with
job-based priority schedulers, we can use a large weight for current estimated
job slowdown or job runtime to favor short jobs, some weight for job requested
processors to help large jobs, and perhaps also some weight for current job waiting
time to boost the priority of jobs as they wait. In addition, there are other low-level
scheduler-specific parameters that also need to be determined by administrators,
such as the number of reservations for backfill scheduling policies (to be discussed
in Section 2.1.1).
As illustrated in the above example, current production schedulers require the
system administrators to determine many low-level parameters, which is difficult
especially since there is no clear relation between the parameters used and the
performance goals. Furthermore, even if a set of parameter values work well for
a given period of time, they may have poor performance for another period of
time. Consequently, administrators may have to continually tune the parameter

values. For example, if large-processor jobs have not performed well recently, the
administrator may raise the priority of the large-job queue in the case of queuebased priority schedulers or increase the weight for the job requested processors
in the case of job-based priority schedulers. However, parameters must be tuned
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again when the workload changes. In addition to these difficulties with configuring
current production job schedulers, several open questions remain to be answered.
First, user-provided job runtimes are shown to significantly over-estimate the
actual runtimes and adversely impact the scheduling performance [5, 63, 76, 75].
Various system-generated runtime prediction techniques based on the historical
information have been proposed to improve the accuracy of job runtime information [26, 64, 46, 75]. They were shown to improve the average wait time and
slowdown performance measures. However, these average performance measures
do not provide a full picture of the performance of using predicted runtimes. In
particular, system-generated predictions induce under-estimated runtimes, which
result in unfairly favoring jobs with under-estimated runtimes. As a result, other
jobs may suffer from poor performance. A more complete analysis is required to
understand whether existing prediction techniques are practical for job scheduling,
and if not, how they can be improved.
Second, fair share is one of the important goals of job scheduling policies and is
supported on many production job schedulers. However, the meaning of fair share
and the impact on scheduling performance have been largely ignored in previous
research. As a result, it is rather difficult for the system administrators to know
how to configure fair share policies and for the users to know what to expect. Our
goal is to provide a better understanding of fair share policies and their impact
on other scheduling performance, and possibly improve existing fair share policies.
Below, we provide more background information and discussions.

i

The Fair Share Scheduling [37] was originally proposed to extend Unix timesharing systems. Traditional Unix systems are designed to fairly allocate resources
among competing processes. The problem is that a single user or group can submit
many processes to monopolize the resources. To overcome this problem, Fair Share
Scheduling allocates resources fairly among competing users or groups, as opposed
to processes. Processes are given a quantum in the order of their fair share priority,
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which is a function of the entitled share, cumulated usage, the number of currently
executing processes, and the Unix 'nice' value. Although the priority function is
complex, some kind of fair share can be achieved through time-sharing support.
A similar idea of fair share is adopted in many production parallel job schedulers. The detailed implementations of fair share of different schedulers vary, but
they all rely on some priority mechanisms to implement fair share as in Fair Share
Scheduling. However, since these production parallel job schedulers are in general
non-preemptive, it is not clear whether using a similar priority mechanism is effective in achieving fair share. In fact, the only study [39] on this subject concluded
that fair share has no effect on performance of jobs of each user. They reached
the conclusion by showing that there is no correlation between the share assigned
to each group and the performance of jobs of each group. However, many factors could impact job performance, such as the load condition when jobs arrive,
the job sizes, the particular fair share policies used, and the resource demand of
each group. More study is required to further understand the impact of fair share
policies on scheduling performance.

1.3

PROPOSED SCHEDULING F R A M E W O R K AND DESIGN

To relieve system administrators the burden of tuning low-level scheduling parameters, we propose goal-oriented scheduling policies that simultaneously optimize
for multiple objectives. Under this new scheduling framework, the system administrators only need to specify high-level performance objectives, while the scheduler
automatically optimizes the performance according to the given objectives and
automatically adapts to the workload changes.
To design goal-oriented scheduling policies that deal with multiple objective$,
two questions need to be studied: (1) What are appropriate multi-objective models
for expressing the scheduling problem considered? (2) What are efficient methods
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that will automatically search for the best schedule according to the given objectives? Our approaches are discussed below.
Good multi-objective models are critical for goal-oriented scheduling policies
since they drive the performance. Several multi-objective models have been proposed in the literature. However, most of them are either insufficient or inappropriate for the problem considered. We have designed the Lexical model, based
on a previous approach [17], which ranks the importance of objectives. To allow
making tradeoffs among equally important objectives, we propose an alternative
multi-objective model: Equal-Tradeoff.
To understand goal-oriented policies, we focus on two common scheduling performance goals: prevent starvation and favoring short jobs. To achieve each goal,
more than one objective measure can be used for optimization. For example, to
prevent starvation, one can minimize the maximum wait, or minimize some kind
of 'excessive' wait time. We evaluate the performance of the two objective mod^
els, using alternative performance measures in their objectives. We compare their
performance, to determine which one is the best policy with respect to the given
objectives.
Regarding the search methods, previous work has proposed various search
methods, which can be used to explore the potentially large search space for the
best schedule according to the given objective. We implement several existing
systematic search methods, study their efficiency for the scheduling problem considered in this thesis. The advantage of systematic search methods is that they
will explore a larger portion of the search space as more time is spent searching.
In contrast, non-systematic search may end up with local optima or repeatedly
evaluate some part of the search space, although non-systematic search could be
more efficient if they manage to find the promising portion of the search space.
Our future work will consider non-systematic search algorithms.
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1.4

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS

The contributions of this thesis include the following:
On Goal-oriented Scheduling Policies
• We provide the first parallel job scheduling framework that allows the administrators to specify high-level performance goals, rather than tuning lowlevel scheduling parameters as required in current production schedulers.
Our new goal-oriented scheduling policies not only simplify system administration task, but also have the potential to significantly improve currently
commonly used backfill policies.
• We propose a new multi-objective model that allows specifying the tradeoff
among equally important objectives.
• We provide an understanding of the performance implications of alternative multi-objective models and optimizing alternative measures, which help
guiding administrators for specifying objectives.
On Runtime Prediction Techniques
• We provide a more complete performance analysis of previous job runtime
prediction techniques than in previous studies. Our results reveal performance problems of using previous prediction techniques. In particular, underestimated runtimes induced by predictions could cause certain jobs to suffer
an extremely poor performance, which was not shown in previous studies.
• We analyze the problems caused by over-estimated runtimes provided by
users and under-estimated runtimes induced by predictions.
• We propose to improve previous prediction techniques by a simple revision,
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which inflates each initial prediction by some fraction of the runtime requested by the user. We show that adding half of the requested runtime dramatically reduces the problems of previous prediction techniques for FCFSbackfill, a widely studied policy and also the default policy in many production schedulers.
• Instead of predicting job runtimes, we propose simpler techniques that directly tackle the problems caused by inaccurate runtime information provided
by users. More specifically, we show that jobs that are large and/or long suffer the most due to inaccurate runtime information. Helping these jobs by
artificially reducing their runtimes provided by users can improve these jobs
and the overall scheduling performance.
• We propose a new error metric for characterizing inaccuracy of runtime information. We show that the results of using this metric are more consistent
with the observed scheduling performance than that of previous metrics.
On Fair Share Policies
• We identify performance problems of implementing fair share policies using
priority mechanisms as currently in production job schedulers. More specifically, we show that some jobs suffer from an extremely poor performance,
even though they belong to users who did not use more resource than that of
an average user. Based on our analysis, we attribute the problems of using
the priority mechanism for implementing fair share.
• We study the performance impact of the fair share window, which specifies
the period of time in which the fair share is to be achieved. No previous
studies have provided such analysis.
• We compare two alternative fair share models: relative share and bounded
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share. We show that bounded share model is more appropriate if fair share
is implemented using priority mechanisms.
• We provide four fair share measures: deviation, deviation rate, ratio of deviation and entitled share, and service rate, used for characterizing the extent
to which fair share is achieved.
• As part of this research, we provide a survey of production job schedulers
and their support of fair share (Section 2.4). Our survey should help administrators to understand the key differences among different production
schedulers.
1.5

ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related previous work, including job scheduling policies, multi-objective optimization problems, combinatorial
search techniques, fair share policies, and the performance impact of inaccurate
runtime information and the runtime prediction techniques. Chapter 3 describes
our evaluation methodology, provides information of the workloads used for sirnulating policies, and defines the performance measures used for evaluating policy
performance.
Chapter 4 presents the results for goal-oriented job scheduling policies, including the design choices of the policies, the performance implications of using alternative performance measures in the objectives, and the performance comparisons
of alternative objective models. We use backfill policies as the base line policies
when evaluating goal-oriented policies. To understand the potential benefits and
problems of goal-oriented policies, we use perfect information of job runtimes for
scheduling. We also provide the results of using job runtime information provided
by users and show their impact on relative policy performance. Finally, we evaluate the performance using a theoretical but reasonable runtime model, in which a
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certain percentage (50 - 80%) of job runtimes are sufficiently accurate.
Chapter 5 presents the results of using runtime prediction techniques for job
scheduling, including the problems of previous prediction techniques, a simple revision we proposed to improve previous techniques, and alternative approaches that
do not use predictions but tackle the problems caused by inaccurate runtimes.
Chapter 6 presents the results of fair share policies, including policies that imple^
ment fair share using the priority mechanism. Fair share policies are compared
with policies that do not use fair share. Chapter 7 provides conclusions and future
work.

Chapter 2
PREVIOUS WORK

In Section 2.1-2.3, we review previous scheduling policies, multi-objective models;
and search techniques. In Section 2.4, we review the fair share policies currently
supported in production job schedulers. In Section 2.5, we review existing runtime
prediction methods and measures for characterizing runtime accuracy. In Section
2.6, we review the goal-oriented policies proposed in various domains. Finally, a
summary is provided in Section 2.7.
2.1

PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED JOB SCHEDULING POLICIES

Parallel job scheduling policies can be classified into non-preemptive and preemptive (or dynamic) policies. Under non-preemptive policies, a job runs to completion without interruption once it starts execution. Such policies are simple to
implement and have minimal scheduling overhead. In addition, some users prefer
non-preemptive scheduling for the reasons of benchmarking or predicting job run
times. Thus, non-preemptive policies are used on most production parallel systems. On the other hand, under preemptive policies, each job may be preempted
during the execution. Such policies have the flexibility of reassigning processors,
and thus have the potential to outperform non-preemptive policies. However, preemptive policies have high overhead and require support of specialized runtime
systems, which are not generally available. Below, we review previous policies,
focusing more on non-preemptive policies, which are the classes of policies that we
study.
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2.1.1

Non-preemptive Scheduling Policies

The simplest scheduling policy is perhaps the strict First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS)
policy, which allocates each job as many processors as requested and stops when
the first waiting job is too large to fit in the free processors. The strict-FCFS
policy suffers from poor performance because the first waiting job may block jobs
that arrive later for a long time. At the same time, any free processors are left idle
during this period of time. This problem can be solved by FCFS with first-fit, which
does not stop starting jobs until no jobs fit in the free processors. However, first-fit
has the potential problem of starving large jobs. Several types of alternative nonpreemptive policies were proposed to improve the problem, including backfilling
policies and non-preemptive adaptive space partitioning policies, reviewed below.
Backfilling Policies
FCFS-Backfill (called EASY) was first proposed and implemented to improve strict
FCFS on an IBM SP1 at Argonne National Laboratory in the mid. 90's [47]. Under
FCFS-backfill, if the first waiting job cannot start, the job is given a reservation
with a scheduled start time, which is the earliest time sufficient processors become
available for the waiting job. Jobs in the back of the queue can be backfilled on
the idle processors as long as they do not delay the scheduled start time. As can
be seen, backfill policies require job runtime information to compute the scheduled
start time and determine whether a job can be backfilled. FCFS-backfill was showji
to improve strict FCFS in terms of the average wait time [71, 26], average slowdown
[21, 88], and processor utilization [35]. Due to its high performance among nonpreemptive policies, the backfill feature has been incorporated in many production
job schedulers, including LoadLeveler [36], PBS [53], LSF [58], Maui [33], and
Moab [51].
Many papers studied the performance of backfill policies. Some papers studied
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the impact of the number of reservations on the performance of backfill policies.
Some proposed alternative job priority functions while others proposed variations
of backfill policies. They are reviewed below.
Instead of giving one reservation to the first waiting job, Mu'alem and Feitelson
[52] proposed an all-reservation FCFS-backfill (called conservative), which gives
reservations to all waiting jobs. Thus, the execution of each job will not delay
the scheduled start time of any job that arrives earlier than the job. In addition,
it has the advantage of being able to give an estimated waiting time of each job.
However, all reservations were shown to have worse average wait time and slowdown
[5, 6, 68, 67], and also worse maximum wait time [6], compared to one reservation.
Furthermore, previous papers [57, 6] showed that the estimated job wait times
computed from greatly overestimated job runtimes are too much overestimated
to be useful. Finally, Chiang et al. [5] showed that for a particular partitioned
parallel system, a few reservations can improve the maximum wait time of on0
reservation without degrading the average performance by too much, but using
more than a few reservations does not further improve the maximum wait and in
fact can significantly degrade other performance measures.
Several non-FCFS priority functions have been proposed for backfill policies, including shortest-job-first (SJF), largest-slowdown-first (LXF), LXF&W (i.e., LXF
plus a very small weight for job wait time), largest-processors-first, smallestprocessors-first, etc. The key conclusion drawn from previous studies [9, 5, 7] is that
giving priority to short jobs can significantly improve the average wait and slowdown of FCFS-backfill, but may degrade the maximum wait. Thus, there is a tradeoff between minimizing the maximum wait and minimizing average-performance
measures. For example, LXF-backfill significantly improves the average slowdown
and wait of FCFS-backfill but has a poor maximum wait. In the extreme case,
SJF-backfill has a starvation problem for long-running jobs [9, 5] and thus is not
considered as a practical policy in general.
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Variations of Backfilling Policies
Many variations of backfill policies have been proposed to improve FCFS-backfill,
including Slack-based backfill [72], Relaxed backfill [83], Selective-backfill [68, 67],
and several adaptive backfill policies, reviewed below.
Both Slack-based and Relaxed backfill allow a limited delay in the scheduled
start times when backfilling jobs. Selective-backfill considers jobs for scheduling
in FCFS order but gives reservations to jobs that have a slowdown over a given
threshold, instead of the first waiting job. Several papers proposed policies [73, 70,
69, 43] that adapt to workloads. The basic idea of these policies is to dynamically
choose the 'best' policy from a set of candidate backfill policies. The selection
of the next policy to use is based on the workload changes [73] or the predicted
scheduling performance of each candidate policy [73, 70, 69, 43]. In addition,
these policies differ in what candidate policies are used, what events trigger the
reselection of the policy, and the criteria used for selecting the best policy.
Although the ideas in these previous papers are interesting, they focused mainly
on the average performance measures and ignored other performance measures
(e.g., maximum wait). However, if the average performance measures were the only
measures of interest, then SJF-backfill or even LXF-backfill would have sufficiently
improved FCFS-backfill based on the results in [88, 57, 7, 67, 75]. Besides, SJFbackfill and LXF-backfill are much simpler than the above variations of backfill
policies.
Non-preemptive Adaptive Space Partitioning Policies
Non-preemptive adaptive space partitioning policies (e.g., [78, 84, 49, 30, 55, 15])
assume that jobs are moldable [22], i.e., each job can be initially allocated any
number of processors (subject to possibly a minimum or maximum requirement).
These policies may assign available processors to a job even if the job requires a
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larger number of processors. The idea is to let the job start as soon as possible
rather than waiting indefinitely. Early work has shown that particular adaptive
policies outperform non-adaptive policies. However, currently such policies have
not been implemented in any production schedulers, perhaps due to the requirement of moldable jobs. Currently we do not consider this class of policies.
2.1.2

P r e e m p t i v e Policies

Preemptive policies can be time-sharing or dynamic space partitioning. Timesharing policies include Gang [19, 86, 87] and Co-scheduling policies [66, 65],
which give each job as many processors as requested and time-slice each processor
among processes from different jobs. Such policies require runtime system support
for coordinated context switching of processes across different processors, so that
processes that belong to the same job are scheduled and preempted at the same
time. The dynamic space partitioning policy was proposed in [77]. Under this pot
icy, processors are dynamically partitioned among the jobs as equally as possible
upon each job arrival and departure. This policy and variations have been studied
in many papers (e.g., [85]) and were shown to have high performance. However,
such policies require that jobs can dynamically adapt to the change in the number
of processor allocations.
Due to the requirement of specialized runtime system support and the potentially high context switch overhead, only a few high end supercomputers (Cray)
support Gang scheduling [34], while dynamic space partitioning policies are implemented on some research computers only, to the best of our knowledge. Currently
we do not consider this class of policies.
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2.2

OPTIMIZING MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

Optimizing for multiple objectives is hard because it typically involves a tradeoff
among objectives. Appropriate multi-objective models are critical to the performance of our new goal-oriented scheduling policies. In this section, we briefly
discuss several commonly used approaches for dealing with multi-objective optimization problems. A more detailed survey of this subject can be found in many
papers (e.g., [17, 24]).
2.2.1

Weighted Objective Function

A weighted objective function is a simple and commonly used approach to deal with
multiple objectives. It combines multiple objectives into a weighted sum of multiple
measures. The idea of weighted objective functions is similar to that of weighted
job priority functions used in job-based priority scheduling policies. The difference
is that weighted objective functions directly specify the performance objective;
while weighted priority functions are used for prioritizing jobs. Using weighted
objective functions has the same problem of using weighted priority functions, i.e.^
it is difficult to determine the weights. Since the main motivation of goal-oriented
scheduling policies is to minimize the parameters for tuning, we currently do not
consider weighted objective functions.
2.2.2

Lexical (or Hierarchical) Ordering of Objectives

Instead of combining multiple objectives into one scalar value, Lexical ordering
prioritizes objectives and optimizes one by one according to their importance [17].
Consider an example of lexical ordering of two objectives: (1) minimizing maximum wait and (2) minimizing average slowdown. The scheduler first selects those
schedules with smallest maximum wait. Among these selected schedules, the scheduler then selects the schedule with the smallest average slowdown. To apply this
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approach in the case when it is not easy to rank the objectives, one needs to carefully choose the measure for optimization at higher level objectives so that there
is room for further optimization of lower-level objectives. In this thesis, we will
evaluate whether this multi-objective model is appropriate for the job scheduling
problem studied.
2.2.3

Goal Programming

In Goal programming [31], the measure in each objective is given a target value to
achieve, and the best solution is the one that minimizes the maximum deviation
from the target values. The problem in using this approach for the scheduling
problem studied is that it can be difficult to define the target values because
the best target values may change with the workloads. Setting unrealistic target
values (i.e. too large or too small) can have a significant impact on the scheduling
performance. This is a potential model for the scheduling problems studied, if the
target values can automatically adapt to the workload changes.
2.2.4

Pareto Optimization

Instead of searching for one solution, Pareto optimization approaches search for a
set of good solutions, which are called non-dominated, i.e., no other solutions are
superior to them in all objective components. If we plot a multidimensional graph
where each dimension represents performance of each objective, the solution at the
boundary of this multidimensional space is called non-dominated (a.k.a. pareto
front, or noninterior), which represent the best performance of each objective.
The goal of pareto optimization approaches is to find or to approximate the non-

dominated sets. In many applications, the final selection of the best solution among
good solutions is usually made by human. For the job scheduling problems studied,
it is not feasible to require the system administrators to choose the best solution
each time when a scheduling decision needs to be made. Thus, currently we do
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not consider this approach.
2.3

COMBINATORIAL SEARCH TECHNIQUES

At each scheduling epoch, the search engine needs to search the 'best' schedule
from potentially possible candidate schedules according to the given objective!
Due to the potentially large search space (i.e., the candidate solutions), it is often
computationally infeasible to explore the entire search space. Many search algorithms have been proposed to find approximately good solutions, instead of the
best solution. These search algorithms have been successfully applied for solving
many constraint satisfaction problems (e.g., resource constrained project scheduling problems [14], bioinformatics [3], vehicle routing problems [1] and classic Al
problems [60]. Roughly speaking, there are two classes of search algorithms: systematic search and non-systematical search, reviewed below.
2.3.1

Systematic Search Algorithms

Systematic search algorithms organize all possible solutions into a tree according
to some branching heuristic and systematically explore the tree to search for the
best solution. Below, we use our job scheduling problem as an example to explain
the search tree and two promising search algorithms, to be used in our study.
Consider an example of four waiting jobs, numbered 1 to 4, in their arriving
order. Figure 2.1(a) shows the tree of the four jobs using the fcfs (i.e., firstcome-first-served) branching heuristic. The branching heuristic is used to order
the branches from left to right at each node. Only the left-most branch at each
node follows the heuristic; any other branch breaks the heuristic and is called a
discrepancy, by convention. Note that the left most branch is the only path that
does not contain any discrepancy. In the graph, each node (i.e., job) is labeled
by the job identifier except the root (which is a dummy node). Each path (i.e.,
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Figure 2.1: Paths explored by LDS and DDS in the 1st and 2nd iteration
schedule) from the root to a leaf (e.g., 1-2-3-4) constitutes a possible order of
jobs. When evaluating a schedule, jobs are tentatively considered for scheduling
in the given order, and the earliest time there will be enough resources for starting
each job under consideration is computed (according to the resource allocations to
currently executing jobs and the waiting considered prior to the given job). Note
that the order the jobs are considered for scheduling is not necessarily the same
as the order the jobs are started. In the given example, there are four branches
(1,2,3,4) at the root (i.e., depth-0), three branches at each depth-one node, etc. In
total, there are 4! (i.e., 24) possible job orders. In general, given n jobs, there are
n! paths and 0(2.72 x n!) nodes. Table 2.1 shows several examples of tree sizes,
which give some idea of how fast the tree size grows with the number of jobs.
If the branching heuristic is almost as good as the job order in the best schedule,
then the simple depth-first-search (DFS) would be efficient enough. However, DFS
is not appropriate for the multi-objective job scheduling problem studied because it
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Table 2.1: Tree size as number of waiting jobs
# Paths

# Nodes

4

24

64

8

40K

110K

10

3.629K

9.864K

15

1,307,674M

3,554,627M

# Jobs

(Note: 'K' = 1000; 'M' = 1000,000)

is difficult to find a good branching heuristic. To improve DFS, two discrepancybased search algorithms have been proposed: limited discrepancy search (LDS)
[29, 40], and depth-bound discrepancy search (DDS) [82]. The assumption of
these algorithms is that a good branching heuristic is likely to make only a few
mistakes. Thus, to find the best solution as soon as possible, the basic idea is to
explore the search space with fewer discrepancies first.
Both LDS and DDS algorithms proceed in iterations, comparing paths until the
given time or node limit is reached. LDS visits the paths that contain the fewest
discrepancies first. On the other hand, DDS biases search to the discrepancies high
in the tree by iteratively increasing the depth at which the discrepancies occur.
Continue from the above example of four jobs, in the 0th iterations both LDS and
DDS explore only the left-most path (i.e., 1-2-3-4), which contains no discrepancy.
Figure 2.1 shows the paths (in bold) to be explored in the 1st and 2nd iterations
by LDS and DDS, further explained below.
LDS: The Ist-iteration contains the six paths that have one discrepancy, shown
in Figure 2.1(a). For example, the path 1-2-4-3 in which branching at 2 to 4 is the
only discrepancy. Similarly, the 2nd-iteration contains the eleven paths that have
two discrepancies, shown in Figure 2.1(b).
DDS: visits the paths that contain a discrepancy at depth i on the ith-iteration;
discrepancies are prohibited below but are allowed above depth i. As shown in
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Figure 2.1(c), on the lst-iteration, DDS visits the three paths containing one discrepancy at depth-one, i.e., branches from the root to 2, 3, or 4, and no discrepancy
below. On the 2nd-iteration, shown in Figure 2.1(d), DDS visits the eight paths
containing any branch at depth-one, one discrepancy at depth-two, and no dis+
crepancy below, e.g., 1-3-2-4 or 2-3-1-4, in which branching to 3 is a discrepancy
at depth two.
To reduce the search space, we use a simple Branch-and-Bound (BnB) tech4
nique for both LDS and DDS to prune the tree, when applicable. The idea is to
abandon a subtree if the subtree does not contain better solutions than that of
the best schedule found so far. For example, suppose the objective is to minimize
the maximum wait time. Then, as soon as we find that the wait time of the job
at a non-leaf node, say x, of the path under evaluation is worse than that of the
best schedule found so far, we abandon the subtree rooted at x. Applying BnB
requires comparing the partial solution at each tree node with that of the best
schedule found so far. Nevertheless, the overhead is minimal compared with the
other computation overhead of evaluating each node.
For the scheduling problem studied in this thesis, the first few jobs considered
for scheduling would have more impact on the quality of the schedule than that of
the other jobs. Thus, if the branching heuristic is not good enough, we would like
to explore more candidate schedules that differ in the beginning few jobs. In this
case, DDS has the potential to find the best or good solutions sooner (i.e., more
efficient) than does LDS, because DDS biases search to the discrepancies high in
the tree. Indeed, our results confirm this argument.
2.3.2

Other Search Algorithms

Unlike systematic search, non-systematic search algorithms do not guarantee to
visit all candidate solutions even if unlimited time is given. However, non-systematic
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search algorithms may be more efficient if they manage to find the promising portion of the search space. Below, we briefly review two types of non-systematic
search: local search and stochastic tree search algorithms.
Local search algorithms (e.g., tabu search [28] or simulated annealing [38]) start
from an initial candidate solution, and then generate a set of candidate solutions
in the neighborhood of the initial solution. The search algorithm then chooses one
of new candidate solutions and repeats the process until some stopping condition
is met. The heuristics, used to generate the initial solution and the neighborhood^
require domain specific knowledge. For future work, we will consider combining the
local search with systematic search to improve the search efficiency, as suggested
in [13].
Stochastic tree search algorithms (e.g., Heuristic-Biased Stochastic Sampling
[2], Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure [23], and Adaptive Tree Search
[59]) explore the search space in a non-fixed order by probing into one or a few
paths to collect information. Then, they use the information to determine which
portion of the space to be explored next. Typically, these methods investigate the
cost associated with each assignment from the root to a leaf node. Then, they
explore the paths that are likely to improve the total cost. These approaches are
suitable for a weighted objective function where there is a clear cost associated
with each assignment contributing to the total cost, but may not be suitable for
multi-objective problems in which the final cost is no longer one scalar value.
There are also other search techniques, such as genetic algorithms, but are not
applicable to our problem and not discussed or considered in this thesis.
2.4

REVIEW OF PRODUCTION SCHEDULERS A N D FAIR SHARE

The Fair Share Scheduling, originally proposed to extend Unix time-sharing systems, gives each process a quantum in the order of the fair share priority. Stateof-the-art production parallel job schedulers also support fair share through job
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priority mechanisms, but the detail of the implementation varies. One of the
goals of this research is to provide an understanding of the difference between
different fair share models. In this section, we review the fair share models supported in four well-known production job schedulers: PBS [53, 56], LSF [48], IBM
LoadLeveler [36] (LL for simplicity), Maui/Moab [50, 51]. Note that Moab is an
extension of the Maui Scheduler, thus they are viewed as one scheduler.
To achieve fair share, each user or group has a fair share priority, which is
dynamically computed according to the resource usage and entitled share. The
fair share priority of each user or group becomes part of the priority of the job?
that belong to the user or group.
The fair share priority is a function of the entitled share and the cumulated
usage. All four schedulers have a fair share window parameter used to define the
period of time the usage is cumulated. In addition, they also support decaying
usage from previous fair share windows, similar to the idea of the original fair
share scheduling for the Unix time-sharing systems. However, different schedulers
may use different definitions of entitled share, different formula for the cumulated
usage, and different ways of incorporating fair share priority when computing job
priority, discussed below. Note that since these schedulers are fairly complex, our
intention is not to discuss every detail of their implementations. Rather, only the
main features related to fair share policies are reviewed.
Fair Share Models
First, we classify existing fair share models into three models. Note that the terms
we use in this study may be different from those in the production schedulers.
• Relative share model: The entitled shares define the importance of each user
or group relative to other users or groups. This model is supported in all
four production schedulers. There are two implementations.
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In most schedulers, including Maui/Moab, LL, and PBS 1 , the entitled share
of each user or group directly or indirectly specifies the amount of resource
each user or group is entitled to use. The fair share priority of each user or
group is dynamically computed as its remaining share, which is the difference
between the entitled share and the cumulated usage at the time when the
priority is computed. The remaining share is used to adjust the job priority
up or down depending on whether the value is positive or negative. Note
that in Moab, this is called TARGET type fair share.
On the other hand, in LSF, each share is an integral value, and. the fair
share priority is defined to be the ratio of the entitled share divided by the
cumulated usage. For convenience, we call this e/u ratio.
The above two implementations may seem to define different fair share mod^els, but they are equivalent as far as the relative fair share priority is concerned, provided that the cumulated usage is computed the same way. That
is, if a user has a larger remaining share than another user, then the user also
has a higher e/u ratio than that of the other user. However, we note that
since their values and units are different, they may have different impact on
job priority when used in schedulers that use weighted priority functions.
• Bounded share model: In this model, the entitled share is used as the share
upper-bound. This model is supported only in Maui/Moab and LL, in which
the remaining share defines the fair share priority. If the user or group has
used more than the entitled share, their negative remaining shares are used
to adjust down the priority of their jobs. Note that in LL, we can also
adjust down job priority by a fixed amount, independent of the remaining
share. For other users and groups that still have positive remaining shares,
1

Based on the limited information in the Open PBS and PBS Pro manuals, PBS appears to
use the remaining shares to define fair share priority, but it is not entirely clear to us.
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their fair share priority is zero, regardless of how much remaining shares
they have. Note that this model is configured in Maui/Moab by specifying
FSTARGET=CEILING. In this study, we will define a bounded share model
that uses the e/u ratio.
• Target share model: This model is similar to the bounded share model, except
that this model uses the entitled share as a lower bound, and adjusts up job
priority if the user or group has a positive remaining share. Again, only
Maui/Moab and LL support this model. Note that this model is configured
in Maui/Moab by specifying FSTARGET=FLOOR.
Fair Share Window and Cumulated Usage
A fair share window is the period of time where the usage of each user or group is
cumulated. This is a configurable parameter. The default window size is one day
or seven days, except it is five hours in LSF. The usage from previous fair share
windows can be decayed and carried over the current window. The decay factor
may be fixed or configurable.
To cumulate the usage in the current window, LSF is different from the other
three schedulers. The other three schedulers cumulate only the resources that have
been actually used so far, but ignore the resource to be used by currently executing
jobs or jobs with reservations. LSF takes into account the committed resources
not yet used, to some extent, in addition to the actual usage so far. This is done
in LSF by defining the fair share priority as a weighted sum of the total actual
CPU time and wall time used and the number of jobs that are currently running
or having reservations. The weights are configurable.
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Job Priority Models
Job priority models define how different priority components, including fair share
priority, affect the job priority. We roughly classify job priority models of production schedulers into: (1) queue-based + hierarchical priority; (2) weighted priority
PBS and LSF adopt a hierarchical priority model, together with queue-based
priority. In PBS, jobs from a higher-priority queue are considered for scheduling
before any job from lower-priority queues. Within each queue, jobs can be prioritized by their arrival time or by a set of pre-defined priority measures, including
fair share priority, job arrival time, job runtime, job requested processors, etc. For
example, we can use the largest fair share priority first, and then the smallest job
runtime first within the same fair share priority. Although lower-ranked priori
ity measures may have an effect on job priority, most likely, the most important
priority measure determines the final job priority.
LSF also considers jobs from the highest-priority queue for scheduling before
jobs from other queues. However, within the same queue, only the fair share
priority can be applied to prioritize the jobs. The queue priority can be ignored, so
that the fair share priority alone determines the job priority. In either case, within
the same fair share priority, jobs are considered in the first-come-first-served order.
Weighted priority functions are adopted in Maui/Moab and LL. In Maui/Moab,
job priority is a weighted sum of a few dozens of job measures, including fair
share priority, job arrival time, job runtime, job requested processors, user and
group priority, etc. A larger weight can be assigned to more important measures.
Although highly configurable, it can be difficult to determine the weights, because
different measures have different units (e.g., runtime in seconds versus the number
of processors) and it is difficult to understand the complex interaction among
different measures.
LL also uses a weighted job priority function, but only allows a few priority
measures, which are fair share priority, job arrival time, the number of queued jobs
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Table 2.2: Notation
Symbol

Definition

N

Number of job requested nodes

T

Actual job runtime

R

Requested job runtime provided by the users

R*

Requested job runtime used in the simulation

P

Offered load in the simulation

L

Max. # of nodes visited in search algorithms

of the same user, the number of running jobs of the same user, job-class priority,
and user or group priority. Note that except for the fair share priority and the
number of queued and running jobs, all other measures are static. Although simpler
than Maui/Moab, it can be still difficult to configure the priority weights.
2.5

RUNTIME INACCURACY A N D PREDICTION

Scheduling policies, including backfill policies discussed in Section 2.1.1, use job
runtime information to make scheduling decisions. Unfortunately, job runtime estimates provided by the users are often very inaccurate [52, 8, 45, 12], which could
potentially have an adverse impact on scheduling performance [5, 63, 76, 75]. To
improve the accuracy of runtime estimates provided by users, several prediction
methods have been proposed. We review these previous proposed prediction methods in Section 2.5.1. We also discuss the previous accuracy measures and their
shortcomings in Section 2.5.2.
For convenience, Table 2.2 defines some of the notations used.
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2.5.1

Previous Prediction Methods

The motivation of previous job runtime prediction methods [26, 63, 46, 41, 75] is
that jobs with similar characteristics are likely to have similar runtimes (e.g.,[26,
18]). Most methods define job similarity using templates.
A template is a set of job attributes. For example, if a template containing only
the user name is used, jobs submitted by the same user belong to the same category and are considered similar. Job attributes previously used to define templates
include user name, queue name, the number of requested processors, memory requirement, requested runtime, and executable name, etc. They are chosen partly
based on intuition and workload analysis, and may be also chosen using some, machine learning methods [64]. Naturally, an attribute can be used only if the value
of the attribute of each job is available to the prediction software.
The prediction software can be part of the job schedulers. It maintains a
historical database, typically initialized using a training set of data. For each job
that needs a prediction, the software identifies similar jobs, which are then used
for computing the predicted runtime (with a confidence interval, if appropriate).
When a job completes, the software keeps a record of the job in the database.
Different template-based prediction methods differ in what templates they use,
how they compute predictions, and how much history they use. We classify these
methods into ordered and un-ordered templates.

,

In the case of ordered templates, e.g., [26, 75], the templates are used in a
particular order. Typically, the first template uses more job attributes and categorizes jobs in a finer granularity than by other templates. Here is an example
set of ordered templates (U,N),(U),(N),Q. In this example, (U,N) is the first template for categorizing jobs in the database. If the database contains jobs that were
submitted by the same user (U) and had the same number of requested nodes
(N) as that of a given job, these jobs are used to predict the runtime of the given
job. Otherwise, the next template, i.e., (U), is used. This process continues until
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similar jobs are identified or there is no more template.
Note that using the empty template, i.e., (), as the last template allows using
all jobs in the database for the prediction, when otherwise similar jobs are not
found. If () is not used, and similar jobs are not found, an option is to fall back to
the requested runtime of job, as used in [75].
In the case of un-ordered templates, e.g., [62, 46], every template is used to
categorize jobs when a prediction is needed. In [62, 46], for each template from
which similar jobs of the given job are found, a runtime estimate is computed. The
output prediction is the estimate with the smallest confidence interval [62] or the
mean of all estimates [46].
Similar to [62], the method proposed in [41] uses only the 'best' template to
make the output prediction. The basic idea of their method is to evaluate the
quality of all templates, and then choose the one with the highest quality. The
quality of each template is measured by the mean prediction error of the similar
jobs identified by the template. The prediction error of each job is the absolute
difference between the actual runtime and the predicted runtime of the job. The
template with the smallest mean error is chosen for making the prediction.
Regarding the history size, most prediction methods keep a large amount of
data, and may discard data that are too old, and some require a minimum number
of data for computing a prediction (e.g, 2 or 3 in [26, 63]). In contrast, the main
method proposed in [75] uses only the previous two jobs to make a prediction. In
fact, they used only one template, which is (U). They believe that only the few
most recent jobs submitted by the same user are most relevant to the new job.
This method is attractive for its simplicity.
Non-template Based Prediction Methods
In this section, we comment on several other papers related to job runtime predictions.
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Instead of using templates, Senger et al. [61] proposed an instance-based prediction method. An instance is a vector (xi,X2,...,xn), where ar» is the value of the
ith attribute, representing the characteristics of a job. Roughly speaking, their
idea is to compute an Euclidean distance between each instance in the experience
base and the job instance that requires a prediction. The K-nearest neighbors are
identified and used to compute the estimate.
Downey [15, 16] used particular workload model to estimate remaining runtime of each currently running job conditioned on the time the job already ran.
The estimated remaining job runtimes are then used for non-preemptive adaptive
policies (as discussed in Section 2.1.1) to determine whether to start a new job on
currently available processors or wait for more processors to be freed. Smith et al.
showed that using Downeys algorithm for predicting job runtimes result in much
larger mean error than that of their algorithms.
Computing the Estimates
Once the set of similar jobs is identified, most methods predict the runtimes as the
mean actual runtime of similar jobs, or as the mean ratio of T/R of similar jobs
multiplied by the requested runtime of the job that requires a prediction. Various
regression methods have also been proposed in place of the simple mean estimate,
but were shown to be worse [63]. In this study, we use the mean ratio of T/R,
since we found it to perform better than the mean actual runtime in almost all
cases studied.
Gibbons [26] proposed to increase the predicted runtime by the half width of
the confidence interval of the prediction, to reduce the chance of under-estimating

runtimes. This m will be included in our study.
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Adjusting Under-estimated Runtimes
A runtime predicted by the methods discussed above may under-estimate the actual runtime. Typically, schedulers that use backfill policies kill a job that has used
up its requested runtime. However, it is not reasonable to kill a job only because
it exceeds the runtime predicted by the system. Most papers did not discuss what
is done when under-estimations occur, except [27, 75].
Gibbons [27] proposed to adjust the current estimate by adding three times
the confidence interval of the estimate, and thereafter the current estimate roughly
doubles each time when more time is still needed, until when the requested runtime
is used up. A similar function is used in this study. In [75], the extra time added to
this current estimate each time is 1, 15, 15 x 21, 15 x 22 minutes, etc. However, we
found that doubling the current estimate each time when more time is still needed
outperforms the adjusting function given in [75] in our study.
2.5.2

Error Metrics

The above papers showed that their prediction algorithms can significantly improve the accuracy of job runtime estimates provided by users, and also have
various successes in improving the average wait or slowdown performance measures of backfill policies and several non-preemptive scheduling policies that favor
short jobs. However, these results may be misleading. First, the error metrics
used for characterizing the inaccuracy in runtime estimates basically compute the
average of absolute difference between the actual and estimated runtimes. Thus,
an underestimation and an overestimation by the same amount of time are considered to be similarly accurate (or inaccurate). However, jobs with overestimated
runtimes affect themselves the most, but jobs with underestimated runtimes affect other jobs in the system and thus potentially have more significant impact
on the scheduling performance of non-preemptive policies. More specifically, long
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Table 2.3: Previously proposed error metrics
Notation
Error
Per-job

normalized

metrics

Error

Summary
metrics

Definition
R* - T
Error
max{R*,T\

abs(Error)

absolute value of Error

mean abs(Error)

S v j abs^Brror-j)
# of all jobs

mean relative

SVJ

absiErroTj)

abs(Error)

jobs that have underestimated runtimes could be mistakenly started early, either
because shorter jobs are given a higher priority or backfilled more easily in the
case of backfill policies. As a result, these jobs could delay the execution of truly
short jobs for a long time, causing performance problem. Another problem is that
these previous evaluation results focused on only the average performance measures, which do not give a complete picture of the policy performance. These tw6
problems require further study.
Table 2.3 summarizes the metrics used for characterizing the errors in estimated
runtimes. For all metrics shown in the table, a larger value implies less accurate.
To summarize prediction errors, most papers use the mean abs(Error) and mean
relative abs(Error). The normalized Error has a value between -1 and 1, which is
the same as the complement of the accuracy metric used in [75].
2.6

RELATED GOAL-ORIENTED POLICIES

In this section, we review several policies that have an idea similar to our goaloriented policies. However, the difference is that these proposed policies use only
a single objective or simply use the measure in the objective to prioritize the
jobs for scheduling. For example, the market-based job scheduling [10] has a
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goal of optimizing a utility function, but uses.the utility to prioritize jobs for
scheduling. The study in [32] proposed policies for scheduling workloads that
contain jobs that require a deadline guarantee. Their goal is to optimize the
number of jobs that can be admitted to the system. Their proposed policies use
particular local search techniques. The papers in [4, 11, 74] proposed goal-oriented
buffer management policies in the database system research. Again, they consider
only a single objective, and their approach is to numerically optimize some formula.
In contrast, our goal-oriented policies deal with multiple objectives, and we do not
schedule jobs according to a particular priority function.
2.7

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we provide a literature review on several topics related to parallel
job scheduling and several techniques to be used in designing our goal-oriented
policies. A summary of each topic is given below.
First, we review several non-preemptive scheduling policies including FCFSbackfill and variations of backfill policies. These policies differ in the number
of reservations and the priority functions. The key conclusion drawn from these
previous studies is that giving priority to short jobs can significantly improve the
average performance of FCFS-backfill, buy may degrade the maximum wait. Thus,
there is a tradeoff between optimizing average measures and maximum measures.
In this thesis, we will compare the performance of our goal-oriented policies with
that of backfill policies.
Next, we review common approaches for optimizing multiple objectives and
combinatorial search algorithms. An appropriate multiple objective model is critical to the performance of our new goal-oriented policies. In Section 2.2, we review
four common approaches to solve multiple objective problems i.e., weighted objective function, lexical (or hierarchical) ordering of objectives, goal programming,
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and pareto optimization. In Section 2.3, we describe the basic idea of systematic search algorithms and give a full discussion on two discrepancy based search
algorithms, i.e., limited discrepancy search (LDS) and depth-bound discrepancy
search (DDS), to be used in our goal-oriented framework. For the scheduling problem studied in this thesis, the first few jobs considered for scheduling would have
more impact on the quality of the schedule than that of the other jobs. Thus,
this fact makes LDS and DDS attractive because they explore variety of candidate
schedules that differ in the beginning few jobs.
State-of-the-art production parallel job schedulers usually support fair share
through job priority mechanisms, we provide an overview of different fair share
models in Section 2.4. To achieve fair share, each user or group has a fair share
priority, which is dynamically computed according to the resource usage and entitled share. The fair share priority is a function of the entitled share and the
cumulated usage. We classify existing fair share models, supported by well-known
production job schedulers, into three models: relative share, bounded share, and
target share. These models differ in how they define entitled share, how they
compute the cumulated usage, and how they incorporate fair share priority when
computing the job priority. We also discuss the parameters related to fair share
implementation including fair share window and job priority model. To provide a
better understanding of fair share under parallel computer system, in this thesis,
we will study the performance impact of the fair share window and the effect of
fair share on scheduling performance. We will also evaluate the performance of
each alternative fair share models.
Several production schedulers use job runtime information to make scheduling
decisions. It has been shown that the runtime estimates provided by the user are
inaccurate (i.e., overestimates). To improve runtime estimates, several runtime
prediction methods are proposed. We discuss these previous prediction methods
in Section 2.5.1. These methods have been shown to improve performance and
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accuracy of user-provided estimates. However, these previous results are fairly
incomplete. To provide a better understanding of the performance impact of previous job runtime prediction methods, we will evaluate the performance of each
runtime model using a more complete measures.
Finally, we comment on several goal-oriented policies previously proposed in
various domains. Most of them either consider only a single objective or use the
measure in the objective to prioritize the jobs. Our goal-oriented policies, on the
other hand, deal with multiple objectives, and we do not schedule jobs according
to a particular priority function.

Chapter 3
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

All scheduling policies will be evaluated using event-driven simulator written in
JAVA. The simulator efficiency had been tested against a system developed independently by another PSU Master student [6, 9]. Our simulator uses as input
several real job traces collected from various production parallel computer centers. We describe assumptions of the system and job models in Section 3.1, the
workloads in Section 3.2, and the performance measures in Section 3.3.
3.1

SYSTEM A N D JOB MODELS

The system in this thesis is assumed to be a single partition system-all resources
are available and there is no boundary between resources; therefore, the job can be
as large as the entire system. Under multi-partition systems, resources are further
partitioned into several smaller sets; the jobs can be as big as one partition but
they cannot be as large as the entire system. Later, we will study multi-partition
systems.
The user submitted jobs together with the job requirements: number of nodes
(N) and runtime (R). This assumption can be easily extended for shared memory
systems where the memory requirement of each job must also be specified. When
a job is selected to be executed, the job will be allocated the exact number of
nodes it requests. The job will be executed on the resources until it is terminated
or killed by the users.
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3.2

WORKLOADS

As input to the scheduler, we use ten-month workloads (NCSA/IA-64) that ran
on an Intel Itanium Linux cluster at the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign during June 2003
- March 2004. We also study ten-month workloads (KTH) obtained from the Royal
Institute of Technology in Sweden during October 1996 - July 1997, and twelvemonth workloads (SDSC-BLUE) that ran on an IBM Blue Horizon cluster at the
San Diego Supercomputer Center during June 2000 - May 2001. KTH and SDSCBLUE workloads are available online at [54]. These workloads are widely accepted
as a benchmark for evaluating scheduling policies.
Table 3.1 summarizes the system capacity, job limits, and monthly processor
demand of each job trace. KTH workload contains 100 single-processor nodes. The
limit on the job runtime was 60 hours. The monthly processor demand is 62%76%. The average processor demand is 70.1%. SDSC-BLUE workload contains
144 nodes; each node contains 8 processors. The limit on the job runtime was
1 week (168 hours). The monthly processor demand is 60%-80%. The average
processor demand is 70.3%. NCSA/IA-64 contains 128 dual-processor nodes. The
limit on the job runtime was 12 hours in the first six months and increased to 24
hours in December 2003. The monthly processor demand is 70-89%. The average
processor demand is 75.6%. All three workloads contain jobs that are as large
as the entire system capacity. The smallest allocation unit is one node. Out of
these three workloads, the ten monthly NCSA/IA-64 workload has an interesting
characteristic for evaluating scheduling policies, as discussed below.
Table 3.2 summarizes the system load and workload characteristics of each
month of the NCSA/IA-64 workload. For each month, the table shows processor
demand (denned as N x T of the submitted jobs, expressed as a fraction of the
total nodes time available on the system in the month), average job size (N, T,
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Table 3.1: Workload characteristics
Capacity

Monthly

Maximum Job Size

Workload

(node)

N

T

Period

Processor Demand

NCSA/IA-64

128

128

12h

6/03 - 11/03

70%-89%

24h

12/03 - 3/04

73%-74%

KTH

100

100

60h

10/96 - 7/97

62%-76%

SDSC-BLUE

144

144

168h

6/00 - 5/01

60%-80%

and NxT), and some information of the distributions of N and T.
Typically in each month, 3000-4000 jobs were submitted; 80-90% of jobs requested no more than 8 nodes; and 80-90% of jobs had a runtime of under 5 hours.
Other than that, workload characteristics vary widely from month to month. For
example, the average job runtime per month ranged from 1 to 4.5 hours, and
the average requested nodes per month ranges from 5 to 23.5. In addition, two
monthly workloads stand out: (1) In July 2003,18% of the jobs requested over 32
nodes, compared to only under 5% in most other months. Note that this is the
month with a processor demand close to 90%. (2) In January 2004, over 30% of
the jobs had a runtime of at least 5 hours, compared to 15% in most other months.
Jan. 2004 also had a larger average job requested nodes than in most of the othqr
months (except June and July 2003), due to almost 30% of jobs requesting the
medium size, i.e., 9-32 nodes, in Jan. 2004.
The distinct features of 7/03 and 1/04 present a great challenge for scheduling
policies. The combination of long jobs and medium-node jobs in Jan. 2004 makes
scheduling especially challenging.

Two levels of loads are simulated: (1) p — original load; (2) p = 0.9. Recall
that most monthly processor demand of workloads studied is 65-80%. We study
performance of each policy under the original load because it represents the real
system load. The results of p = 0.9 are used to examine the impact of a higher
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Table 3.2: Summary of monthly load and workload characteristics on NCSA/IA-64
Processor
Month

Avg. job size

demand

N

T

NxT

6/03

82%

12.1

1.4h

34.5h

7/03

89%

23.5

1.9h

60.7h

8/03

79%

7.3

l.lh

23.5h

9/03

72%

9.1

1.4h

21.7h

10/03

71%

5.0

2.0h

16.3h

11/03

73%

6.0

2.5h

19.5h

12/03

74%

5.6

3.6h

20.2h

1/04

73%

10.7

4.5h

22.1h

2/04

74%

5.0

3.1h

16.6h

3/04

75%

5.8

2.4h

20.6h

Fraction of jobs in each class
Month

N<8

9<N

32 < N

T<5h

5h < T

10h<T

T < lOh

N<32
6/03

74.2%

19.0%

6.8%

90.3%

4.0%

5.7%

7/03

60.7%

21.1%

18.2%

84.8%

7.8%

7.4%

8/03

86.3%

9.5%

4.2%

91.0%

3.7%

5.3%

9/03

80.7%

15.0%

4.4%

90.3%

4.6%

5.0%

10/03

88.8%

9.2%

2.0%

86.6%

7.2%

6.3%

11/03

87.8%

7.7%

4.5%

82.0%

10.7%

7.3%

12/03

86.9%

9.6%

3.6%

76.2%

12.7%

11.1%

1/04

69.8%

27.3%

2.9%

67.2%

19.9%

12.9%

2/04

90.4%

7.1%

2.4%

84.2%

4.6%

11.2%

3/04

88.5%

8.2%

3.4%

88.0%

2.1%

9.9%
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load, and are artificially created by shrinking job inter arrival times, as in previous
papers (e.g., [6, 68]), for lack of a better model.
3.3

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

To evaluate the scheduling performance of our goal-oriented scheduling policies;
we compare their performance against FCFS-backfill and LXF-backfill, each of
which favors one of the two performance goals studied. FCFS-backfill favors the
maximum wait (i.e., preventing starvation) and LXF-backfill favors the average
performance measures (average slowdown and wait). Note that in our simulation of
backfill policies, only the highest-priority waiting job receives the reservation since
we do not find giving reservations to more jobs to be beneficial for the workloads
studied.
An extensive set of measures are used for performance evaluation, including
the average and maximum of wait time and bounded slowdown as well as total
normalized excessive Wait, to be defined later. Same as in many previous papers,
we compare the bounded slowdown, rather than the actual slowdown, to reduce
the dramatic effect of very short jobs on the average slowdown measure. We use
one minute to lower-bound the actual job runtime, i.e., we compute the bounded
slowdown of a job of under one minute as if it were a one-minute job.
The normalized excessive wait time measures provide some information of jobs
that incur a relatively long wait time under each policy. For each month and
the load level simulated, two thresholds are used to compute these normalized
measures: the maximum wait and the 98th-percentile wait time under FCFSbackfill for that month and load level. The same thresholds are used for all policies
so that different policies can be compared. The two per-job normalized excessive
wait measures, thus defined, are denoted by E/^f

and E

/ c / K / > respectively.

The total normalized excessive wait is the sum of the normalized excessive wait
of all jobs. Note that by the definition, FCFS-backfill has a zero total E^ff^

in
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every month.
The performance measures of each month are computed for jobs submitted
during the month. However, to be realistic, each simulation of a given month
includes a one-week (from previous month) warm up, and a cool-down period in
which jobs (from next month) continue to arrive until all jobs submitted during
the month for which the performance measures are computed have started. The
cool-down period is typically a few days only.

Chapter 4
PERFORMANCE OF GOAL-ORIENTED JOB SCHEDULING
POLICIES

Motivated by the difficulty in managing production schedulers to deal with mul-^
tiple objectives commonly placed on production parallel systems, we propose a
new scheduling framework. Under this new framework, the system administrators
only need to specify high-level objectives rather than tuning low-level scheduling
parameters, while the scheduler will automatically decide the schedules according
to the given objectives and automatically adapt to the changes in the workloads.
To design goal-oriented policies, several questions need to be studied. We summarize the open questions to be studied in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we define
multi-objective models studied and measures to be optimized in objectives. We
study several policy design choices for goal-oriented policies in Section 4.3. In
Section 4.4, we evaluate the performance of goal-oriented policies using alternative models and alternative measures in the objectives, using actual job runtime
information. The effect of using inaccurate job runtime information is provided in
Section 4.5. Finally, we summarize our results in Section 4.6.

4.1

OPEN QUESTIONS

In this chapter, we will address the following open questions, regarding the design,
implementation, and performance of goal-oriented policies that deal with multiple
objectives:
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What are appropriate multi-objective models that can be used to express multiple objectives that are roughly equally important but are in
conflict with each other?
Many studies on multi-objective problems focused on developing techniques that
identify a set of good solutions, rather than the best solution. Most of the othet
approaches require parameters that may not be easily configured, thus contradicting our goal of simplifying the administrative task. The only previous approach,
considered in this thesis, requires that objectives be ranked by their importance
and may be appropriate in some cases. In addition, we design a multi-objective
model for modeling equally important objectives.
What search algorithms are efficient enough for implementing efficient
goal-oriented policies?
Search algorithms are typically used for problems that optimize a single function.
Whether they are sufficiently efficient for the multi-objective scheduling problem
studied here needs to be investigated.
How well do goal-oriented scheduling policies perform, compared with
priority backfill policies, which are widely used on production parallel
systems?
We compare goal-oriented policies with widely used backfill policies. Policies are
evaluated by simulation using real job traces collected from various production
parallel computer centers. To provide a more complete picture of the performance
of scheduling policies, we study several performance measures, as discussed in
Section 3.3.
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Table. 4.1: Performance measures for optimization
Type of measures
Starvation

Notation
Tw

Meaning
Total excessive wait over all jobs incurring excessive wait

Measure

maxW

Maximum job wait time

Average

avgW

Average job wait time

Measure

avgX

Average job slowdown
(slowdown = response time / runtime)

4.2

DESIGNING MULTI-OBJECTIVE MODELS

The multi-objective models drive the performance of our goal-oriented scheduling
policies. In this thesis, we focus on two scheduling goals: preventing starvation
and favoring shorter jobs. Although they are common requirements, they are not
specific objectives. In this section, we will first discuss the performance measures
that can be used for optimization in the objectives, with respect to the two goals
studied. We then define the multi-objective models that specify how to optimize
multiple objectives. Using these measures and objective models, we then define a
set of scheduling policies to be studied in this thesis.
4.2.1

Measures for Optimization

To prevent starvation, a reasonable but perhaps too strict objective is to minimize
the maximum wait time (maxW).

As an alternative, we define a new measure,

called total excessive wait (Tw), discussed later. To favor shorter jobs, we consider minimizing either the average slowdown (avgX) or average wait time (avgW),
which are commonly used for evaluating scheduling performance in previous pipers. For convenience, Table 4.1 summarizes the measures and notation.
The excessive wait time of a job is defined to be the wait time of the job in excess
of a given threshold, u, which can be thought of as a 'soft' target upper bound on
job wait time. Note that if a job has waited no more than u, the job does not have
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an excessive wait. The total excessive wait is the sum of the excessive wait times
of all jobs. To compute Tw at a given point of time, the scheduler considers only
the jobs that are still waiting at that time and computes their current excessive
waits. The threshold UJ can be fixed (e.g., 50 hours), which is simple but may not
perform well for all load conditions. To automatically adapt to the load condition,
we consider a dynamic threshold, defined to be the current waiting time of th6
oldest job in the waiting queue. By default, Tw uses the dynamic threshold. To
be clear, we use Tvf to denote the total excessive wait using a fixed threshold.
4.2.2

Mulit-objective Models and Policies

Two objective models are studied: Lexical and Eq-Tradeoff. The Lexical model
uses the previous lexicographical ordering approach, in which objectives are ordered in their importance, as discussed in Section 2.2. To model equally important
objectives, we propose the Eq-Tradeoff model. Several variations of Eq-Tradeoff
model will be studied in this paper. Below, we define these objective models.
An objective model together with the objectives define a binary relation, -<,
over the set of candidate schedules as follows: <3> -< T if the schedule <i> is considered
better than T, for any schedule $, T. If -^ is a partial order, then the best schedule
of all candidate schedules is uniquely defined, i.e., the best schedule is independent
of the order in which the candidate schedules are evaluated. Note that a binary
relation -< is a partial order over the set II, if it has the following three properties
for any a ^ b ^ c € II: (1) reflexive: a -< a; (2) asymmetric: a -< b =$• b -f{ a; (3)
transitive: a -< b and b -< c ==>• a -< c.
It would be ideal if -< is a partial order. Nevertheless, it is perhaps not a critical

requirement. This is because typically not all schedules can be evaluated in time,
which means the best schedule depends on the order the schedules are evaluated,
even if -< is a partial order. We will point out whether the relation defined by each
model is a partial order below.
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Table 4.2: Definition of objective models that minimize two measures x and y
Condition for which <& -< T (i.e., $ is better than T)

Model

Notation

Lexical

Lexical(x-»j/)

Equal-Tradeoff

Tradeoff(a;:y)

(l)Az(r,$)>0,

or

(2) A a ; (r,$) = 0 and
A«(r,*) , A„(r,$)^
»

AJ/(r,$)>0

0

y

Notation and definition: for any schedule $ and T and any measure x,
(1) Qx'- denotes the value of x of the schedule $.
(2) A x (r,$) = F x - $ x : denotes the difference between T and $ on the measure x.
For Equal-Tradeoff model, three versions of x and y,
with respect to the schedules r and $, are defined:
Version A:

x = Tx;

y = Fy;

Version B:

x = Minimum^, $ x };

Version C:

x and y are approximately lower bounds of x and y, respectively,

y = Minimum^, §v}\

at the time when T and <5 are compared
(x and y are derived based on backfill policies, explained in the text)

For the purpose of explaining the models, we assume that our objectives are to
minimize two measures x and y. We, further, assume that F is the best schedule
found so far in the given scheduling epoch, and $ is the current schedule to be
evaluated. Table 4.2 summarizes the condition under which $ -< F for each model,
further discussed below.
For convenience, for any measure x and any schedule T and $, we define (1)
r^: the x value of T; (2) AX{T,^)\

the difference of Tx - $x. If &X(T,®) > 0,

then this is the amount by which $ improves the current best schedule T on the
measure x. On the other hand, if A ^ r , $) < 0, then <& degrades V on the measure
a; by — Aj; (V, $). The difference as defined is strict in that a value a is considered
better (i.e., smaller) than another value b as long as a — b < 0, albeit a very small
difference. Later in Section 4.2.3, we will loosen the definition to tolerate marginal
differences.
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Lexical model, denoted by Lexical(a;—>y): In this model, x dominates y. That
is, among the candidate schedules evaluated, the one with the best x value is
chosen; the y value is only used to break a tie, if any. This model is simple
and has the property of the partial order. It is designed for the cases where the
importance of the objectives can be ranked. Nevertheless, it may also be used to
model roughly equally important goals, if the dominating measure x is chosen so
that there is some room for optimizing y. Note that this is the model studied in
our previous paper [81] and was called the hierarchical model.
Eq-Tradeoff model, denoted by Tradeoff^:?/): In this model, the measures
x and y are equally important. Thus, Tradeoff(x:y) is equivalent to Tradeoff(y::r).
Under this model, for <& -< T, one of the following two conditions has to hold: (1)
<& improves at least one measure and does not degrade the other measure, or (2)
<E> improves one measure and degrades the other measure, but the improvement is
more than the degradation, computed as the ratios of the actual improvement and
degradation to some reference values of the corresponding measures. It turns out
that these two conditions can be combined into a single condition: A ^ r , $)/x +
Ay(r,$)/y

> 0, where x and y are the reference values of x and y, respectively.

To see this, let us assume that $ improves the x value ofT. Then, for <& -< T,
either Condition (1) is true, which means AX(T, $) > 0 and Ay(T, <&) > 0; or
Condition (2) is true, which means Ax(T,$)/x

> — Ay (T,$)/y.

In either case,

we have AX(T, <&)/x + Ay(T, 3>)/y > 0. Similarly, it can be shown that the above
single condition holds for $ S T, if $ improves the y value of V.
Three versions of reference values for the Eq-Tradeoff model are considered.
Note that the version of reference values is not intended to be a configurable
parameter, rather we will compare different versions and choose the best one for
the model. For convenience, the binary relations defined by the three versions
A, B, and C are denoted by -<A, -<B, and -<c, respectively. All three relations
have asymmetric and reflexive properties, but only -<B and ~<c have the transitive
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property. Note that version A was used in the model proposed in our previous
paper [79].
In version A: the reference values are defined by the quality of the best schedule
found so far, T, i.e., x = Tx and y = Ty. For example, if Tx = 100 and $x = 20,
then $x improves Tx by (100-20)/100, i.e., 80%. Conversely, if Vx = 20 and $x
= 100, then ®x degrades r x by -(20-100)/20, i.e., 400%. Note that in the case
of an improvement, the ratio improvement is always less than 100%, since the
denominator used in computing the ratio is the larger of the two values. Thus;
a ratio degradation of over 100% to any measure of T is not acceptable in any
case. We will further comment this feature of version A in comparison with other
versions later. Version A is intuitive in that the improvement or degradation to
T are computed relative to the quality of T. Unfortunately, ~<A does not have
the transitive property. That is, <E>i -<A $2, $2 <A ®3>-~, and <3>n_i -<A $n do
not imply <&i -<A &n- Nevertheless, under the above conditions, $1 is still better
than <£„ according to version B, i.e., <3?i -<B <&n, which will become clear in the
discussions of version B below.
In version B: the reference value of each measure x is the smaller of the x values of the two schedules compared. This version is designed to have the transitive
property. Using the above example again, if Tx — 100 and $x = 20, then the ratio
improvement made by $x is 400%, rather than 80% as computed in version A. On
the other hand, if I^ = 20 and ®x = 100, then §x degrades I^ by 400%, same as in
version A. In general, in the case of an improvement, the ratio improvement computed by version A is smaller than that by version B; in the case of a degradation,
the ratio degradations computed by the two versions are the same. In addition,
$ ~<A T ==>>• $ -<B r , but the reverse is not true. It seems that version B could
potentially oscillate between schedules with excellent values of one measure and
schedules with excellent values of another measure. In comparison, version A is
more conservative in replacing the best schedule found so far, and thus may be
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more steadily improving the quality of the best schedule, which is an attractive
feature.
In version C: the reference value of each measure is an approximately lower
bound of the measure, computed at the beginning of each scheduling epoch and
used for all comparisons in the same epoch. It is designed to have the transitive
property and to make the reference values independent of the search algorithm, but
it has a higher computation overhead than the other two versions in computing
the reference values. To keep the overhead low, we do not actually search for
the schedule that optimizes each measure, instead we compute the reference value
of each measure using a priority backfill policy designed to favor that measure.
Specifically, we choose LXF-backfill for computing the reference values of avgX
and avgW, and FCFS-backflll for maxW and Tw, based on previous studies of
backfill policies.
4.2.3

Relaxed Differences

When a schedule $ improves another schedule T on all measures used in the objectives, $ is clearly a better schedule. However, when $ improves some measures
by only a margin and is worse on other measures, it is not so clear whether $ is a
better schedule. The idea of using relaxed differences is to tolerate a marginal difference, i.e., a sufficiently small difference is considered no difference. Specifically,
for a measure x, the relaxed version of A-^r, <&) is defined as follows:

{

0

— ex < Tx — §x < ex;

TIE — $x

otherwise,

where ex represents a very small positive value. Note that the above definition is
used only when $ improves some measures but degrades other measures. Otherwise, strict differences are used.
The question is how small is sufficiently small? To take into account the magnitude of the values compared, ex is defined as follows: (1) for x = maxW, avgW,
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or avgX, we set ex to be 1% of the x value of the best schedule found, so far; (2)
for x = Tw, we set ex to be 1% of the current maximum wait time of the jobs still
waiting in the queue (i.e., the wait time threshold used for computing Tw).
The choice of 1% is somewhat arbitrary, but should be reasonable. Take x =
maxW for an example: if the best schedule found so far has an expected maximum
wait (i.e., maxW) of 100 hours, then e^ is one hour. Thus, if the expected maximum
wait of another schedule is 99-101 hours, it is considered the same as that of the
best schedule, if the relaxed difference is used. As for x = Tw, we do not use the
Tw value of the best schedule to compute ex, because Tw may be zero, which, if
used to compute ex, would prevent any schedule with a non-zero Tw (albeit tiny)
from being considered better.
Same as the versions of the Eq-Tradeoff model, using strict or relaxed differences
is not intended as a configurable parameter. Instead, we will choose the better
version to define the objective models. Finally, we point out that as a result
of using relaxed differences, the Lexical and Tradeoff models lose the transitive
property. Nevertheless, we feel that tolerating some marginal differences is more
reasonable than using the strict differences.
4.2.4

Goal-oriented Policies Based on Search

Using the objective models and the measures discussed earlier, Table 4.3 defines
a set of goal-oriented policies. Below, we comment on the policy naming and
implementation.
For each policy using the Eq-Tradeoff model, there are three versions of the
policy, corresponding to the three versions of the reference values. We will use a

prefix "A-", "B-", or "C-" to indicate which version of reference values is used, e.g.,
A-Tradeoff(Tw:avgX). In addition, by default, our goal-oriented policies use relaxed
differences allowing the 1% slack; for policies that uses strict differences, we will
add the label "Strict" as part of the policy names, e.g., Strict Lexical(Tw->avgX).
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Table 4.3: Goal-oriented scheduling policies
Goal

Policy

Minimizing

Lexical(Tw—>avgX)

Tw and avgX

Lexical(avgX-»Tw)
Tradeoff(Tw:avgX)

Minimizing

Lexical(Tw-+avgW)

Tw and avgW

Lexical(avgW->Tw)
Tradeoff(Tw:avgW)

Minimizing

Lexical(maxW—>avgX)

maxW and avgX

Lexical(avgX-»maxW)
Tradeoff(maxW:avgX)

Minimizing

Lexical(maxW->avgW)

maxW and avgW

Lexical(avgW—>maxW)
Tradeoff(maxW:avgW)

Note: For each Tradeoff policy, a prefix A-, B-, or C- will be used to
indicate the version of reference values used
Note: For a policy that uses the strict difference, "Strict" will be
shown as part of the policy name.

Note that policies using Tww, i.e., total excessive wait using a fixed threshold, are
only discussed in Section 4.3.1 and are omitted from the table.
Systematic search algorithms are used by our policies to find the 'best' schedule
at each scheduling decision point. As discussed in Section 2.3, to perform a systematic search, a branching heuristic is also needed. We study two search algorithms:
LDS and DDS, combined with two branching heuristics: fcfs and lxf (i.e., largest
slowdown first). The fcfs heuristic favors the requirement of "preventing starvation" , while the lxf heuristic favors shorter jobs. Thus, there are combinations Of
four search algorithms studied. We denote each algorithm by concatenating the
two components used, e.g., DDS-lxf. For comparison purposes, we impose a limit
on L, the number of the tree nodes visited at each scheduling decision point. In
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Section 4.3.2, we will compare different search algorithms and the impact of L on
search performance, and provide some information of the scheduling overhead.
4.3

EVALUATING POLICY DESIGN CHOICES

To design and implement the goal-oriented policies, many choices need to be studied, including fixed or dynamic excessive wait time, which search algorithm, strict
or relaxed differences, and which version of reference values for defining the EqTradeoff model. We consider these parameters part of the model or policy design
choices, as opposed to the parameters that can be configured by the system administrators. In this section, we evaluate and determine these design choices.
Alternative scheduling policies will be studied in Section 4.4.
4.3.1

Sensitivity of Performance to Fixed Wait Time Thresholds

A wait time threshold is needed for computing the total excessive wait time, which
is one of the starvation measures studied. A fixed wait time threshold, such as
50 hours, seems simple and fairly intuitive. The question is: how sensitive is the
scheduling performance to the value of a fixed threshold?
To study this question, we use Strict L e x i c a ^ T ^ —»• avgX), in which 7 V is
the total excessive wait, computed using a fixed threshold, UJ. Using the strict
differences allows us to focus on the impact of the threshold alone. The policy
is implemented using the DDS-lxf search algorithm and L — IK. More about the
impact of search algorithms and L on scheduling performance will be studied in
Section 4.3.2.
We vary the value of the threshold, u, between 0 and 300 hours. Figure 4.1
shows the results for u = 50, 100, and 300 hours. Figure 4.1(a)-(b) plot the
maximum wait of using each u for each month under the original load and p =
0.9, respectively. For the original load, as shown in Figure 4.1(a), a maximum wait
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Figure 4.1: Sensitivity of Strict Lexical (Tw^ -+ avgX) to fixed wait time thresholds
(w); R* = T; L = IK; NCSA/IA-64
of 50 hours is achievable for each month except July 2003 (which has the highest
load). However, if u > 50 hours is used, the maximum wait typically increases; in
particular, with an u of 100 hours, the maximum wait is roughly 100 hours in all
months.
For p = 0.9, shown in Figure 4.1(b), a maximum wait of 50 hours is not achievable for most months even if UJ = 50 hours, but a maximum wait of roughly 100
hours is achievable each month by using u = 100 hours. However, increasing <y
to 300 hours results in a maximum wait of 300 hours in all but two months. On
the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.1(d), the average bounded slowdown can
be improved when the maximum wait degrades as a result of a larger u, but the
improvement is typically small (except for 7/03 and 8/03).
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Obviously, the maximum wait cannot be arbitrarily reduced by using a small
wait time threshold, For example, under p = 0.9 (in Figure 4.1(b)), the maximum
wait using u = 50 hours is worse than or similar to that of using u — 100 hours
in most months (except 10/03). In fact, too small a threshold can cause a poor
maximum wait. In the extreme case, where u = 0, the maximum wait is as poor
as thousands of hours in several months, as shown in Fig 4.1(c). This is because
minimizing Twu using a threshold of zero is equivalent to minimizing the total
wait time, which is the same as minimizing the average wait and thus could result
in a very poor maximum wait time.
The key point is that the value of w has a significant impact on the maximum
wait time, and that using too small or too large a wait time threshold is detrimental
to the performance. The results motivate the use of a dynamic threshold. In the
remainder of this thesis, we assume that the excessive wait is computed using the
dynamic threshold, defined in Section 4.2.1.
4.3.2

Efficiency of Search Algorithms

Since it is computationally infeasible to fully explore the potentially large search
space, an efficient search algorithm is critical to the goal-oriented policies. An
algorithm is said to be more efficient than another if it is faster in finding good
solutions with respect to the given objectives. As discussed in Section 4.2.4, four
search algorithms are studied: DDS-lxf, DDS-fcfs, LDS-lxf, and LDS-fcfs. The
question is: which one is the most efficient algorithm for the problem studied?
To answer the question, we could compare how large L (i.e., the number of
tree nodes visited) is required for each search algorithm to approximate the 'true'

performance of each policy for each month; the algorithm that requires the smallest
L would be the most efficient. However, it is computationally infeasible to find
the true performance of each policy, by exploring the entire search space at each
scheduling decision point. As an alternative, we project the true performance of
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each policy. Our approach is to examine how the performance of each policy using
each search algorithm changes as L increases, up to a certain point that is still
computationally feasible to simulate. We then compare the results of different
search algorithms for each policy, to project where their performance converges.
Finally, we compare how fast each algorithm approaches the projected performance
convergence point.
We simulate L in the range of 100 and 64K (i.e., 64 thousands), unless noted
otherwise. Note that this range of L is very small compared to the entire tree in
most cases. More specifically, in most scheduling decision points under p = 0.9,
at least ten jobs are waiting and a search tree of 10 jobs has almost 10 millions
of nodes (see Table 2.1); even 64K covers only under 1% of the nodes in a tree of
10 jobs. Thus, the success of search algorithms depends on whether they explore
good schedules soon enough before they exhausted the limit.
The execution time at each scheduling epoch increases roughly linearly with L,
and, to a less extent, the number of waiting jobs. We discuss the time complexity
of our goal-oriented policies in Section 4.3.3. Below, we report the results of
Strict LexicaI(Tw->avgX) and Strict Lexical(maxW—>avgX). We will comment on
the results of other policies as well.
The results of Strict Lexical (Tw—>avgX) are shown for a typical month (Sep.
2003) in Figure 4.2, and for the most exceptional month (Jan. 2004) in Figure 4.3.
For simplicity, only three search algorithms are shown: DDS-fcfs, DDS-lxf, and
LDS-lxf. We plot the performance of each algorithm versus L. Three performance
measures relevant to the objectives are plotted: the average bounded slowdown,
maximum wait, and a total normalized excessive wait measure.
As shown in both Figure 4.2 and 4.3, the performance difference among different algorithms roughly reduces as L increases. In the typical month, the three
algorithms almost converge at L — 64K. In addition, DDS-lxf quickly (400 < L <
IK) approaches the converging point for all relevant performance measures. On
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the other hand, it takes a much larger L for LDS-bcf to improve the maximum wait
and total normalized excessive wait (Figure 4.2(b)-(c))> and for DDS-fcfs to improve the average bounded slowdown (Figure 4.2(a)). An even larger L is needed
for LDS-fcfs to improve the average slowdown than that for DDS-fcfs. The exceptional month is different in that it takes a much larger L to reduce the performance
gap of different algorithms, due to a larger backlog (and thus a larger search space)
in that month. Thus, for this month, we simulate L up to 1M (i.e., one million).
Based on the above results, DDS-lxf appears to be more efficient than the other
three search algorithms studied for Strict Lexical(Tw—>avgX). We found this to be
true for most policies studied, except Lexical(maxW—»avgX) and Lexical(maxW—»
avgW), which minimize maxW as the primary objective. These two policies are
discussed next, followed by more discussions of DDS versus LDS and bcf versus
fcfs.
For Lexical (maxW—>avgX) and Lexical (maxW—>avgW), DDS-lxf still appears
to be the most efficient algorithm for most months studied. However, it is questionable whether this is true for several months, especially Jan. and Feb. 2004.
Figure 4.4 shows the results of Strict Lexical (maxW—»avgX) in Jan. 2004, in which
the performance difference among the search algorithms is the largest. As shown in
Figure 4.4(a)-(b), even at L = 64K, DDS-fcfs and DDS-lxf still have very different
performance, in that DDS-lxf favors the average bounded slowdown and DDS-fcfs
favors the maximum wait, as expected.
Increasing L to 1M sufficiently improves the average bounded slowdown of DDSfcfs, but DDS-lxf still has over 60% worse maximum wait than that of DDS-fcfs.
Using LDS-lxf is even less efficient than using DDS-lxf in reducing the maximum
wait, but their difference is not as large as that for Strict Lexical(Tw—>avgX). The
results of the total normalized excessive wait in Figure 4.4(c) are similar to that of
the maximum wait. Thus, for Jan. 2004 and Feb. 2004, and perhaps a few other
months, the true performance of Strict Lexical(maxW—>avgX) may be closer to
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that of using DDS-fcfs than to that of using the other search algorithms studied,
with a limited L.
The results in this section suggest the following. First, DDS is more efficient
than LDS for the problem studied, as expected and discussed in Section 2.3. Seer
ond, the results of Lexical(Tw—>avgX) suggest that it is easier to achieve low Tw
by closely following the lxf priority than to achieve low avgX by closely following
the fcfs priority, and that the lxf branching heuristic is more efficient than fcfs for
the objective studied. Third, the lxf priority is more consistent with minimizing
Tw than with minimizing maxW. These two starvation measures will be further
!

compared in Section 4.4.

Although using DDS-lxf with a limited L may favor the slowdown measure
to some extent, this should be acceptable since the job slowdown is a critical
performance measure on production systems. The only exceptions are those policies that rank the objectives in that the primary objectives are in strong conflict with the objective of optimizing the average slowdown. One such example is
Lexical (maxW—>-avgX). In these
objective can be used.

CclSGS. EL

branching heuristic favoring the primary
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4.3.3

Complexity of Goal-oriented Scheduling Policies

In this section, we study the complexity of goal-oriented scheduling policies. To
limit the search time, the stopping criteria used is a limit on the number of nodes
(L) that can be visited during each scheduling epoch. We evaluate a range of L
between 100 and 1M nodes to study the true performance of the goal-oriented poli-r
cies. In this study, we find that for most months, L = 400 nodes is representative
for the performance of the goal-oriented policies. The only exception is January
2004, in which L=4K is required due to a large backlog in that month.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the minimum, average, and 90th-percentile wall-clock times
that a goal-oriented scheduling policy takes per scheduling decision to explore 4K
nodes, as a function of numbers of waiting jobs. Figure 4.5(b) shows the average
number of waiting jobs in the system. Figure 4.5(c) shows the average wall-clock
time that a goal-oriented scheduling policy takes per scheduling decision to explore
IK, 2K and 4K nodes, as a function of numbers of waiting jobs. As the numbers
of waiting jobs increases, the average time also increases (Figure 4.5(a)). Most
of the times there are less than 40 waiting jobs in the system (except 1/04) as
shown in Figure 4.5(b). The execution time of each scheduling decision increases
roughly linearly with L as shown in Figure 4.5(c). Only a few ten milliseconds are
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required on average to visit 4K nodes on a 1.5-GHz Intel Pentium-4 Windows XP
with 512MB memory. For most months which only require L=400, the time will
be even faster.
4.3.4

Strict Versus Relaxed Difference

So far, we have assumed that the strict difference is used when comparing candidate
schedules. However, a relaxed differences with a small slack may be preferred, to
avoid emphasizing too much on marginal differences between schedules compared.
In this section, we evaluate the impact of using the relaxed difference with 1%
slack. Results are shown for Lexical(Tw-»avgX) and Lexical(maxW—>avgX). Other
policies will be commented. Note that in the graphs, "Strict" is part of the policy
names if the strict difference is used, otherwise, the relaxed difference is used.
Figure 4.6 (a)-(d) plot the average bounded slowdown and maximum wait of
Strict and relaxed Lexical(Tw-*avgX) for each month of NCSA/IA-64 under high
load and original load. The two baseline backfill policies are also included. The
results show that the two versions of Lexical(Tw—»avgX) have similar performance,
except that using the relaxed difference considerably improves the average bounded
slowdown in July 2003.
In contrast, using the relaxed difference has a much larger impact on Lexical
(maxW—»avgX), because minimizing maxW does not leave as much space for optimizing the secondary objective. In particular, the effect of the relaxed difference is
the largest for Jan. 2004, which is the month that has the largest performance gap
among different search algorithms when the strict difference is used, as discussed
in Section 4.3.2. Figure 4.7(a)-(b) plot the average bounded slowdown and maxU

mum wait versus L of three versions of Lexical(maxW—»avgX): Strict version with
DDS-fcfs (repeated from Figure 4.4), relaxed version with DDS-fcfs, and relaxed
version with DDS-lxf, under high load.
Figure 4.7(a) shows that using the relaxed difference significantly improves
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Figure 4.6: Strict versus relaxed Lexical(Tw-^avgX); L = 4K; NCSA/IA-64; R*
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the average bounded slowdown of DDS-fcfs for L > 16K; now that the relaxed
difference is used, DDS-fcfs has comparable average bounded slowdown as that
of DDS-lxf at L = 64K. At the same time, using the relaxed difference does not
affect the maximum wait time much, as shown in Figure 4.7(b). Thus, using
the relaxed difference, DDS-fcfs is even more efficient than DDS-lxf to achieve
Lexical(maxW—>avgX) for Jan. 2004. On the other hand, in most of the oth^r
months, the effect of the relaxed difference is considerably smaller and that DDSlxf is still more efficient for this policy. We observed similar results under original
load (not shown).
Finally, for the Eq-Tradeoff policies, using the relaxed difference may improve
or degrade measures used in both objectives, but we found more improvement
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than degradation. Based on these results, the relaxed difference is adopted in the
objective models.
4.3.5

Definition of Reference Values in the Eq-Tradeoff Model

In this section, we compare three versions (A, B, C) of reference values for the
Eq-Tradeoff model. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, version A is more intuitive, but
versions B and C are more theoretically attractive because of their partial order
property (if the strict difference is used).
Figure 4.8 shows the results for Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), using the DDS-lxf search
algorithm with L = 4K and the relaxed difference. Figure 4.8(a) shows that the
three versions of Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) have almost identical maximum wait each
month. They also have similar average wait and total normalized excessive wait
times (not shown). In fact, as shown in Figure 4.8(b), they also have fairly similar
average bounded slowdown in each month, except August 2003. On the other hand,
Figure 4.8(c) shows that their maximum bounded slowdown performance differs

in more than one month, in that version A outperforms the other two versions in
three months (6/03, 8/03, 1/04). The problem of versions B and C is that their
maximum bounded slowdown fluctuates with L more than that of version A in
these three months and a few other months. The worst case occurs in August
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Figure 4.8: Comparisons of the three versions of reference values under Tradeoff(Tw:avgX); R* = T; NCSA/IA-64; p = 0.9
2003, shown in Figure 4.8(d), which plots the maximum bounded slowdown versus
L under each policy in that month. In other months, the maximum bounded
slowdown of versions B and C does not fluctuate with L as much, compared with
the difference between them and FCFS-backfill.
Since version A is more robust in the maximum bounded slowdown performance
and is also more intuitive, it is adopted to define the reference values used in the
Eq-Tradeoff model.
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4.4

POLICY COMPARISONS

In the previous section, we have made several choices for designing and implementing the goal-oriented policies. They are the dynamic threshold for computing the excessive wait, the DDS-lxf search algorithm for all policies except
Lexical(maxW—>avgX) and Lexical(maxW—>avgW), the relaxed difference with
1% slack, and version A reference values for the Eq-Tradeoff model. Now we are
ready to compare the performance of alternative goal-oriented policies, which optimize different measures and/or use different objective models, but are designed
with the same two performance goals in mind, i.e., preventing starvation and favoring shorter jobs. Our purpose is to understand the performance implications of
different objectives and measures, which will help defining appropriate objectives^
We evaluate alternative objectives using the Lexical model in Section 4.4.1 and
the Eq-Tradeoff model in Section 4.4.2. They will be compared with the backfill
policies in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.1

Alternative Lexical policies

In this section, we compare alternative Lexical policies, including alternative starvation measures, alternative average performance measures, and alternative orders
of measures.
Figure 4.9 compares three policies: Lexical(maxW—>avgX), Lexical(Tw—>avgW),
and Lexical(Tw—»avgX). Note that Lexical(maxW—>avgX) uses the DDS-fcfs search
i

algorithm, but the other policies use DDS-lxf, based on the results in Sections 4.3.2
and 4.3.4. Since Lexical(maxW—>avgX) requires a large L to reduce the average
bounded slowdown, the results are shown for L = 64K, the largest L simulated
for most months. Figure 4.9(a)-(b) plot the maximum wait and average bounded
slowdown, respectively, for each policy. Figure 4.9(c) plots the number of jobs
that incur a relatively long wait time under each policy in each month. Here, a
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Figure 4.9: Impact of alternative objectives using the Lexical model; R* = T; L
= 64K; NCSA/IA-64; p = 0.9
wait time in a given month is relatively long if it is longer than the 98th-percentile
wait time under FCFS-backfill in that month (typically 30-50 hours each month).
Figure 4.9(d) plots the total normalized excessive wait, using the same threshold.
First of all, let us compare Lexical(maxW—»avgX) and Lexical(Tw—•avgX),
which differ only in the starvation measure used. Figure 4.9(a) shows that Lexical(maxW—>avgX) achieves considerably lower maximum wait in several months
(12/03, 1/04, and 2/04). However, it has worse average bounded slowdown for
many months, shown in Figure 4.9(b). Furthermore, as a result of minimizing the
maximum wait, more jobs under Lexical(maxW—>avgX) incur a relatively long
wait time than that under Lexical(Tw—>avgX) for most months, as shown in Figure 4.9(c). Note that this is still true if Lexical(maxW—>avgX) uses the other
three search algorithms. On the other hand, the long-waiting jobs incur a shorter
wait time under Lexical(maxW~*avgX) than under Lexical(Tw—>avgX) for most
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months. This is implied by the results in Figure 4.9(d), which shows that the two
policies have similar total normalized excessive wait time for most months (except
12/03 and 3/04).
The bottom line is: if minimizing the maximum wait is the most important
objective, Lexical(maxW—>avgX) would be a better policy. However, most likely,
minimizing the average slowdown is just as important, in which case Lexical(Tw—»
avgX) should be preferable, if the Lexical model is used.
Regarding the impact of alternative average performance measures, we can see
that, by comparing Lexical(Tw—>avgX) and Lexical(Tw—>avgW), whether avgW
or avgX is optimized in the secondary objective makes only minimal difference
in the performance. On the other hand, if the primary objective optimizes avgW
or avgX, then there is a starvation problem, in that the maximum wait in some
months is even over 1000 hours (not shown).
4.4.2

Alternative Eq-Tradeoff policies

In this section, we study the impact of using alternative measures on the perfor-mance of Eq-Tradeoff policies. The results are shown in Figure 4.10(a)-(d), which
plot the average and maximum bounded slowdown and wait time of three policies: Tradeoff(maxW:avgW), Tradeoff(Tw:avgW), and Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), using
version A of reference values and the DDS-lxf search with L = 4K.
First, we see that whether avgX or avgW is optimized makes a larger difference now than when they are used as the secondary objective in the Lexical model.
More specifically, as shown in Figure 4.10(c)-(d), Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) has significantly lower average bounded slowdown in a few months and maximum bounded
slowdown in most months, compared with Tradeoff(Tw:avgW). Note that the differences stay similar as L increases up to 64K. The performance of these two
Eq-Tradeoff policies are otherwise fairly similar, e.g., maximum and average wait,
shown in Figure 4.10(a)-(b). Thus, to favor shorter jobs, optimizing avgX is more
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Figure 4.10: Impact of alternative objectives using the Eq-Tradeoff model; R*
T; L = 4K; NCSA/IA-64; p = 0.9
effective than optimizing avgW.
Second, as shown in Figure 4.10(a), TradeoffmaxW:avgX) has a starvation
problem (400-1500 hours of maximum wait time in several months). The same
problem also happens to Tradeoff(maxW:avgW) (not shown). This is surprising
as minimizing maxW is one of the objectives. Note that the problem occurs
regardless of the implementations, including the search algorithms, the strict or
relaxed differences, the value of L (up to 64K), and the version of reference values.
What happens to the two problematic Eq-Tradeoff policies is that they could
repeatedly degrade maxW by a sufficiently small ratio in exchange for a better
avgX or avgW, at each scheduling decision. As the maximum wait time gradually
becomes larger, it is almost impossible to rectify the problem. Certainly, Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) and Tradeoff(Tw:avgW) also allow a degradation to Tw in exchange
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for a better avgX or avgW, but the chance this happens is smaller. This is because they typically require a much larger ratio improvement to avgX or avgW
to justify the degradation to Tw. To see this, let us consider an example below.
Assume that at the beginning of a scheduling epoch, the current longest-waiting
job has been waiting for 100 hours. Now suppose a schedule, T, can start the
longest-wait job 10 hours from now, which makes the expected maxW of 110 hours
and expected Tw of 10 hours. Suppose another schedule, <&, can improve avgX or
avgW by delaying the longest-wait job by two more hours. Then, $ would cause
only under 2% degradation to maxW (from 110 to 112 hours), but a large 20%
degradation to Tw (from 10 to 12 hours). Note that we assume that the current
longest-wait job is the only one with an excessive wait, for simplicity. Thus, for $
to be chosen over T, <& only needs to improve avgX or avgW by slightly over 2%
in the case of minimizing maxW, but it is at least 20% in the case of minimizing
Tw.
In this section, we show that optimizing measures that appear to be similar
may result in very different performance. The most surprising lesson learned is that
maxW is not comparable with the average performance measures, when making
an equal trade-off. Since optimizing maxW is also too restrict for the purpose of
preventing starvation, we conclude that Tw is a better starvation measure.
4.4.3

Further comparisons of policies

We now compare the performance of the best Lexical and Eq-Tradeoff policies
studied (i.e., optimizing Tw and avgX), and also compare their performance with
the backfill policies.

Figure 4.11(a)-(d) plot the maximum wait, the total normalized excessive wait,
and the average and maximum bounded slowdown of each policy in each month
of NCSA/IA-64 under high load, while Figure 4.12(a)-(d) plot the same set of
performance measures under original load.
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Figure 4.11: Comparisons of goal-oriented policies and backfill policies; i?*=T; L
= 4K; NCSA/IA-64; p = 0.9
First, as expected, there is a large performance difference between the two
baseline backfill policies, in that FCFS-backfill favors the maximum wait and total normalized excessive wait, but LXF-backfill favors the average and maximum
bounded slowdown as well as the average wait. Note that the difference is larger
under high load. The results show how priority backfill policies degrade some measures to favor other measures. In contrast, by simultaneously optimizing Tw and
avgX through search, Tradeoff(Tw;avgX) outperforms both backfill policies for
all measures studied. Lexical(Tw-»avgX) is fairly similar to Tradeoff(Tw:avgX),
except that it has a significantly higher maximum bounded slowdown, which is

nevertheless still much better than that of FCFS-backfill in most months.
Similar conclusions are found from KTH and SDSC-BLUE results, details are
shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, respectively. Since their results under original and high load are very similar, we only show one set of result (i.e., either
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Figure 4.12: Comparisons of goal-oriented policies and backfill policies; R*- =T;L
= 4K; NCSA/IA-64; p = original
original load or 0.9 load) for each of these workloads. Figure 4.13(a)-(c) plot the
average wait, maximum wait and average bounded slowdown performance of our
goal-oriented policies (i.e., Lexical(Tw—>avgX) and Tradeoff(Tw:avgX)) and the
two backfill policies for KTH under original load. Figure 4.14(a)-(c) plot the same
set of measures for SDSC-BLUE under high load.

,

To further understand the characteristics of each policy, Figure 4.15 plots the
average wait time of each N x T job class under each policy, for a representative
month (7/03) of NCSA/IA-64 workload. Jobs are partitioned according to five
disjoint ranges of actual job runtime (T) and five disjoint ranges of requested
nodes (N). The upper bounds of each range of T and N are shown in the graphs.
These results demonstrate a trend observed in most months: (1) FCFS-backfill
tends to provide poor performance for wide jobs (N > 32), regardless of their
runtime; (2) LXF-backfill significantly improves short-wide jobs (T < 1 hour and
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Figure 4.14: Performance of goal-oriented versus backfill policies; i?*=T; L=4K;
SDSC-BLUE; p = 0.9
N > 32) by sacrificing long-wide jobs (T > 8 hours and N > 8), compared with
FCFS-backfill; (3) In contrast to LXF-backfill, both goal-oriented policies, and
especially Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), improve short-wide jobs of FCFS-backfill, but not
so much as to sacrifice long-wide jobs. In fact, the performance of the short-wide
jobs under Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) is as good as that under LXF-backfill. To achieve
such performance, Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) trades some of the performance of longnarrow jobs (T > 8 hours and N < 8), which could have taken advantage of the
backfilling mechanism (because they are narrow) under backfill policies.
The key conclusion is that goal-oriented policies can achieve a low average wait
and slowdown similar to that of LXF-backfill, while having a low maximum wait
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Figure 4.15: Average wait time of each job class (T x N) in a representative month
(July 2003); R* = T; NCSA/IA-64; p = 0.9
similar to that of FCFS-backfill for most months studied.
4.5

IMPACT OF IMPERFECT RUNTIME INFORMATION

So far, we have assumed that the schedulers use perfect job runtime information for
making scheduling decisions. However, realistically, job runtime information is not
perfect. In particular, user-provided runtimes have shown to be highly inaccurate
[52, 8], which may have an adverse impact on performance of scheduling policies
that rely on the job runtime information, including backfilling policies and our
goal-oriented policies.
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Figure 4.16: Performance of goal-oriented versus backfill policies; L=4K; /?*=R;
KTH; p = original
In this section, we study the impact of using inaccurate runtime information oh
relative policy performance. The results of using highly inaccurate job runtimes
provided by users are presented in Section 4.5.1. The results of using a theoretical
runtime model are presented in Section 4.5.2.
4.5.1

Impact of User-Requested Runtimes

We re-evaluate policy performance using user-requested runtimes (denoted by
R*=R). Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show the results for KTH and NCSA/IA-64
workloads, respectively. Four policies are compared: Lexical(Tw—»avgX), Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), and the two baseline backfill policies.
Using user-requested runtimes, the performance of all policies degrades. However, the results for the KTH workload in Figure 4.16 shows that the relative policy
performance is qualitatively similar to that of using R*=T (in Figure 4.13).
For the NCSA/IA-64 workload, we show the results for p = 0.9. The impact of using user-requested runtimes for the original load is smaller. The results
in Figure 4.17(a)-(b) show that both Lexical(Tw—>avgX) and Tradeoff(Tw:avgX)
significantly outperform both backfill policies for the average wait and bounded
slowdown, even more so than that when using R*=T (in Figure 4.11).
On the other hand, Figure 4.17(c) shows that the two goal-oriented policies
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do not have as good maximum wait as that of FCFS-backfill, when using the
user-requested runtimes. In particular, using user-requested runtime significantly
degrades the maximum wait of Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), although it is still better than
or similar to that of LXF-backflll.
Figure 4.17(d) further shows that the two goal-oriented policies have the best
or close to the best 98th percentile wait time. The results imply that the poor
performance under the goal-oriented policies occurs to less than 2% of jobs.
A key point of this section is that using user-requested runtime could potentially
degrade the maximum wait performance of goal-oriented policies, relative to backfill policies, under a heavy load. Furthermore, the impact on Tradeoff(Tw:avgX),
which is found to be the best policy when R*=T in Section 4.4, is more significant than that on Lexical(Tw—>avgX). This suggests that the performance
of Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) relies on accurate runtime information more than that of
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Figure 4.18: Performance of using approximately accurate runtimes
60% of jobs use R* = max(R, 2T); the remaining jobs use R* = R; NCSA/IA-64; p = 0.9; L=4K

Lexical(Tw->avgX). Thus, when working with highly inaccurate runtime information and heavy-load workloads, we may choose policies, such as Lexical(Tw—»avgX),
that do not rely on accurate runtime information as much as that of Tradeoff(Tw:avgX).
4.5.2

Impact of Approximately Accurate Runtimes

Since users tend to repeatedly submit similar jobs [20,18], it is likely that users can
greatly improve the accuracy of the runtime estimates of their jobs. Alternatively,
users may provide accurate runtime estimates with the aide of software designed
for predicting job runtimes [44, 42], or the system support of test-runs before the
real run [5, 25, 57]. In this section, we study runtime models that represent these
more optimistic situations.
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For this study, we use the model proposed in [5]. Under this model, a certain
percentage, / , of jobs have approximately accurate runtimes, which is defined to,
be max{R, 2T}, i.e., the requested runtime is no more than twice the actual runtime. The remaining jobs use the inaccurate runtimes as provided by the users.
We vary / between 60% and 80%. Jobs with more approximately accurate runtime information are chosen randomly. Figure 4.18(a)-(d) show the results for /
= 60%. Three policies are shown: Tradeoff(Tw.avgX) and the two backfill poh%
cies. Compared with Figure 4.17, we can see that all three policies have improved
performances. Furthermore, Figure 4.18(b) shows that except for a few months,
Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) now has comparable maximum wait to that of FCFS-backfiH,
which has the best maximum wait of all policies studied. For the other performance measures studied, Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) continues to have the best or close
to the best performance among policies studied. The results of 80% of jobs having approximately accurate runtime information (not shown) are close to those of
using perfect runtime information.
Thus, similar to the results of using perfect runtime information, goal-oriented
policies simultaneously outperform the two baseline backfill policies (except for a
few months) as long as at least 60% of jobs have approximately accurate runtime
information. In Chapter 5, we will further study other runtime models that use
system-generated runtime prediction techniques.
4.6

SUMMARY

To deal with multiple performance goals, current job scheduling policies that run
on production parallel computers use many parameters for defining job priority
and/or various scheduling limits. Providing many parameters may seem flexible,
but determining their values is difficult. Rather than requiring tuning low-level
scheduling parameters, we propose goal-oriented scheduling policies, which allow
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system administrators to specify only the high-level scheduling performance objectives. Search algorithms are used to automatically find the 'best' schedules,
according to the given objectives. We investigate several design and implementation choices and evaluate the potential performance of the goal-oriented policies.
A key component of goal-oriented policies is the multi-objective models, which
should be designed such that the schedulers can automatically optimize for the
given objectives, and there are no low-level parameters for timing. Under these
considerations, we define two models: (1) the Lexical model, based on the previous
lexicographical ordering approach, which is simple but requires that the objectives
be ranked in their importance; (2) the Eq-Tradeoff model, proposed in this study
to model objectives that are equally important. Three versions (A, B, C) of the
Eq-Tradeoff model are studied. We find that they have fairly similar performance
for the workloads and objectives studied. We adopt version A because it is simple
and more intuitive than the others. As can be seen, using such policies puts the
burden on the policy designers rather than the system administrators.
We focus on two scheduling performance requirements, commonly placed on
general-purpose parallel computer systems: preventing starvation and favoring
shorter jobs. To prevent starvation, we consider optimizing the total excessive
wait (Tw) or maximum wait time (rriaxW).
optimizing the average slowdown (avgX)

To favor shorter jobs, we consider

or average wait time (avgW).

Using

these objectives and the two multi-objective models, a set of goal-oriented policies
are defined and compared. We study these policies to understand the impact of
alternative objective models and alternative objectives, with respect to the two
performance requirements considered.
We compare, the goal-oriented policies with FCFS-backfill and LXF-backfill,
which represent the two extremes of backfill policies in that FCFS-backfill favors
the maximum wait time and LXF-backfill favors the average performance measures
(average wait and slowdown). Policies are evaluated by simulation using several
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real job traces (i.e., NCSA/IA-64, KTH, and SDSC-BLUE). Both original-load
and artificially created high-load (p = 0.9) workloads are studied. Most results
are presented for p = 0.9, under which the performance difference among policies is larger. A wide range of policy performance measures were used, including
commonly used average performance measures, the maximum wait, and two total
normalized excessive wait time measures.
Our results show that goal-oriented policies have the potential to significantly
improve the performance of backfill policies. More specifically, Tradeoff(Tw:avgX),
which simultaneously optimizes Tw and avgX, achieves the best or close to best
average performance measures as well as the maximum wait time and. total normalized excessive wait for the workloads studied. The performance of Lexical(Tw—•
avgX) is similar except for a worse maximum bounded slowdown, because optimizing avgX is not treated as important as optimizing Tw. Second, Tw is a bet.ter starvation measure than maxW. This is because optimizing Tw leaves more
space for optimizing other measures when it is the primary objective. Even more
importantly, making an equal tradeoff between maxW and average performance
measures results in a starvation problem. Regarding the impact of alternative average measures in the objectives, we find that optimizing avgX can achieve better
average and maximum bounded slowdown than that of optimizing avgW when
used in the Eq-Tradeoff model, but their difference is small when they are the
secondary objective. However, if optimizing the average performance measures is
the primary objective, there is a starvation problem.
Our study of the systematic search algorithms shows that the tree traversing algorithms (DDS and LDS) as well as the branching heuristics (lxf and fcfs)
have a significant impact on the search efficiency.

In addition, for the multi-

objective scheduling problem studied, DDS-lxf appears to be more efficient than
the other three algorithms studied for most policies studied. The exceptions are
Lexical (maxW—>avgX) and Lexical (maxW—>avgW) policies.
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Finally, we study the impact of imperfect runtime information.

In reality,

user-provided runtimes overestimate the actual job runtimes significantly. As a
result, the performances of all policies degrade when using user-requested runtimes. In particular, using the user-requested runtimes could potentially degrade
the maximum wait performance of goal-oriented policies, relative to backfill policies, under a heavy load. We further study the performance of each policy when
a certain percentage of jobs have approximately accurate runtimes-the estimated
runtimes is no more than twice the actual runtime. Similar to the results of using
perfect runtime information, goal-oriented policies simultaneously outperform the
two baseline backfill policies (except for a few months) as long as at least 60% of
jobs have approximately accurate runtimes. Since users tend to repeatedly submit similar jobs, it is likely that users can greatly improve the accuracy of their
estimates. Alternatively, with the aide of software designed for predicting job runtimes or the system support of test-run before the real-run, the users may be able
to improve their estimates.
Allowing specifying high-level performance goals and automatically optimizing
the performance through search not only reduces the administrator effort and
error, but also has the potential to improve the scheduling performance. The work
reported here represents a strong step in that direction.

Chapter 5
EVALUATION O F J O B R U N T I M E P R E D I C T I O N T E C H N I Q U E S

As shown in previous studies, user-provided runtimes are highly inaccurate [52j
8, 45, 12]. Many previous studies [5, 80] and Section 4.5.1 showed that using user-provided runtimes for scheduling could result in significantly worse performance than that of using perfect runtime information.

To improve the ac+

curacy of user-provided runtimes, several prediction techniques have been pro*
posed [26, 63, 46, 41, 75]. These techniques predict the runtime estimates of each
new job using information of similar jobs that ran in the past. They were shown
to improve the runtime accuracy and the scheduling performance. However, as
discussed in Section 2.5.1, these previous results are fairly incomplete. First, they
only focused on average performance measures, which do not provide a complete
pictures of scheduling performance. Second, the metrics used for characterizing
inaccuracy may not be sufficient in capturing the impact of inaccurate runtimes;
in particular, they do not distinguish between over-estimated and under-estimated
runtimes, which may have different effects on performance. To provide a better understanding of the performance impact of previous job runtime prediction
techniques, in this chapter, we study the following questions:
• What error metrics can better capture the effect of the inaccuracy in job
runtime estimates than that of previous proposed metrics?
• Do particular job classes unfairly suffer poor performance due to using systempredicted runtimes for scheduling? If so, how can runtime predictions be
improved?
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We use the ten-month NCSA/IA-64 workload for this study. This chapter is
organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes three previous prediction methods to be
studied. In Section 5.2, we study the performance impact of previously proposed
prediction methods as well as our proposed methods, i.e., inflated predictions and
two-class runtime estimates, on the FCFS-backfill policy. We also discuss the
performance of previously proposed accuracy metrics and our new accuracy metric
in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 discuss the impact of predictions on the
LXF-backfill policy and our goal-oriented policies, respectively. In Section 5.5, we
re-evaluate relative performance of scheduling policies using the improved runtime
estimates found in Section 5.2-5.4. Finally, a summary is provided in Section 5.6.

5.1

PREVIOUS PREDICTION METHODS STUDIED

As discussed in Section 2.5.1, previous prediction methods use ordered or unordered templates; each template is a set of job attributes used for categorizing jobs. We study both types of methods. Three prediction methods are defined. Many job attributes may be used to define templates. In this thesis, we:
choose attributes: U (user), R (user-provided runtime estimates), and N (number of requested nodes), shown to be most relevant to the actual job runtimes
[26, 63, 46, 41, 75]. We study various template sets. Each template set consists
of 1 to 7 of the following templates: (U,R,N), (U,R),(U,N),(U),(#g),(iVs), and ().
Note that in the first three templates when R and N are in the same template with
U, the exact values of R and N are used for categorizing jobs since typically each
user only has a few different R and N sizes. When used alone, ranges of R and
N values are used instead: (Ng) uses disjoint ranges of N with upper bounds of 1
to 128 in powers of two; (Rg) uses disjoint ranges of R with upper bounds of 10
minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, 8 hours, 16 hours, and 24 hours. We study all
combinations of these templates; however, only the best template for each method
is reported here.
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The database is initialized using jobs that arrive during the month or the week
prior to the month simulated, depending on the parameter of history size. To
examine the full potential of predictions, we assume an ideal case where the actual
runtimes of all previous arrivals are known. At least two similar jobs are required
for making a prediction. The mean T / R of similar jobs is used to predict T/R
of the new job. If a predicted runtime of a job is larger than requested, it is set
to be the requested runtime. When a prediction under-estimates the runtime of a
job, we double the current estimate for the job each time when more time is still
needed until the job has used up its requested time.
The three prediction methods are described below:
Recent2 is designed based on the method proposed in [75]. Recent2 uses onlyone template (i.e., (U,R)) and only the most recent two similar jobs for predicting a
new runtime. In [75], jobs of the same user are considered similar; however, we find
that for the workloads studied, using (U,R) i.e., user and requested luntimes^for
defining similar jobs result in better performance. If similar jobs are not available,
we fall back to the requested runtime.
ORD uses ordered templates, similar to that in [26]. The best template set
found for this method is (U,R),(U),(jRg),(). As discussed in Section 2.5.1, these
templates are used in order, starting from (U,R). If similar jobs are not available,
the next template is used. The last template, i.e., (), allows all jobs in the database
to be used for the prediction. The initial database contains one-month jobs, found
to have better performance than using one-week jobs for this method.
MinCI uses un-ordered templates like [63]. The best template set, found for
this method, is the same as that for ORD. As discussed in Section 2.5.1, MinCI
finds similar jobs according to each template and computes the estimate and the
confidence interval. The output prediction is the estimate with the smallest confidence interval of the estimates. A 95% confidence level is assumed. For each
template from which similar jobs are not found, the template is not used. The
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initial database contains one-week jobs, found to be better than using one-month
jobs.
We also study two variations, which add an extra amount of time to each initial
prediction:
CI/2: half the confidence interval (CI) of the estimate [26]. It can be added
to ORD and MinCI predictions only.
R / 2 : half the requested runtime, proposed in this study for its simplicity. It
can be used for any prediction method.
5.2

IMPACT OF PREDICTIONS ON FCFS-BACKFILL

In this section, we study the performance of using predictions for FCFS-backfill
policy, which is the default policy of many production schedulers. The performance
of using prediction methods is compared with that of using user-estimated runtimes
(i.e., R*=R), Note that some results in this section were presented in our previous
paper [80].
5.2.1

Performance of Previous Prediction Methods

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and performance of three methods: Recent2, MinCI, and ORD, using the best templates found, as discussed in Section 5.1.
Table 5.1 shows mean abs(Error) for R, R/2, and the three prediction methods
for each month. Similar to previous results, predictions significantly (improve the
accuracy of R, according to this metric. In particular, Recent2 improves R by at
least 50% in most months. Even R/2 improves R by at least 20% for most months.
Results for relative and normalized Error are similar.
Next, we study whether using prediction methods improve the performance of
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Table 5.1: Mean abs(Error) in hours where Error = abs(R* - T)
Predictions
Mo

R

R
2

6/03

1.4

1.0

0.8

0.9

0.7

7/03

2.2

1.6

1.4

1.4

1.4

8/03

1.1

0.9

0.6

0.8

0.6

9/03

1.7

1.2

0.8

1.1

0.9

10/03

2.0

1.5

0.8

1.2

1.0

11/03

1.8

1.7

0.8

1.6

1.0

12/03

2.6

2.4

1.2

2.1

1.6

1/04

4.3

3.2

1.4

2.3

2.0

2/04

2.7

2.3

1.2

2.0

1.9

3/04

2.4

2.0

1.2

1.8

1.4

Recent2

MinCI

ORD

using R. For convenience, Table 5.2 shows the actual values of the given performance measures under R* = R and R* = T for the original load.
In Figure 5.1, each graph shows how much the given prediction method under
the given load improves or degrades the average bounded slowdown, average wait,
and maximum wait of R*= R. For each measure, the value of the prediction method
minus that of R*= R is computed and expressed as a percentage of the value
of R*= R. A positive percentage is a degradation, and a negative percentage is
an improvement. For convenience, two dotted lines mark the range of ±10%,
considered fairly small.
Note that same as the prediction methods, an under-predicted runtime under
R*= R/2 is doubled each time when needed.
Consistent with previous results, using predictions improves the average bounded
slowdown of R*= R by up to 40% in many months under the original load, as shown
in Figure 5.1(a)-(c). However, using predictions degrades the maximum wait by
more than 50% in many months and even the average wait in some months. Among
these three methods, MinCI has the worst maximum wait for most months. Using
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Figure 5.1: Relative performance of prediction methods compared with i?*=R;

FCFS-backfill policy
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Table 5.2: Performance of FCFS-backfill policies: R* = R versus R* = T; p original load
Avg. bounded

Maximum wait

slowdown

(hours)

R*=T

R*=R

R*=T

R*=R

6/03

79.4

71.7

40.4h

45.0h

7/03

123.8

265.9

127.6h

137. lh

8/03

84.5

103.1

64.0h

68.5h

9/03

20.8

39.5

49.2h

54.1h

10/03

14.0

15.3

20.6h

28.6h

11/03

31.1

22.7

40.8h

40.9h

12/03

15.5

23.5

69.3h

69.0h

1/04

27.7

48.7

48.5h

72.9h

2/04

26.6

51.4

47.8h

68.8h

3/04

45.9

71.7

70.0h

77.4h

R/2 is even worse as shown in Figure 5.1(d); it degrades the maximum wait of R*=i=
R by over 200% in many months. The relative performance of using predictions
further degrades under p = 0.9 as shown for ORD in Figure 5.1(e) and for Recent2
in Figure 5.1(f). The key points are: (1) previous error metrics are not sufficient
for characterizing errors in runtime estimates; (2) using predictions may improve
the average bounded slowdown, but they are detrimental to the maximum wait
measure.
Figure 5.2 further shows how much the performance of each job class under R*=
ORD changes from that of R*= R. The results are shown for August 2003 under
original load. For each N x T job class (defined in the graphs), we compute the wait
time change of each job (i.e., the wait time of the job under R*= ORD minus that
under R*= R) and plot the average of changes. We find that the largest jobs (N =
65 - 128), regardless of their runtimes, typically incur a much larger wait increase
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Figure 5.2: Wait time change (hours) to each job class under ORD compared with
R*=R (8/03); FCFS-backfill; p = original
in average than that of smaller jobs, when predictions are used. The difference
is even larger under p = 0.9. A similar trend is found for all prediction methods
studied in most months. This is unfair, even though typically only under 4% of
jobs each month are this large.
5.2.2

Discussions and analysis of problems

In this section, we discuss and analyze the problems of using inaccurate runtime
estimates for backfill policies.
First, an executing job J\ with an over-estimated runtime could cause the
scheduled start time of a reserved job J 2 later than it should have been. This
results in an over-estimated backfill window, which allows backfilling jobs that
should not have been backfilled if J\ were not over-estimated. In the worst case,
J 2 could be delayed by the amount of Ji's over-estimation. Furthermore, jobs that
queue behind J 2 and are too large or long to be backfilled are penalized as well,
since they need to wait for J 2 to start. These problems together with not being

able to backfill jobs that are actually short but have over-estimated runtimes are
the reasons why R* = R has worse performance than that of R* = T (see Table
5.2). The impact is more significant under high load or if policies also give priority
to short jobs, as shown in [5].
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Figure 5.3: Performance of under-estimations versus over-estimations; p=original;
FCFS-backfill
Second, an under-estimated runtime induced by the system has an even worse
impact on reservations. The main problem occurs when an under-estimated job is
mistakenly backfilled. Once the job exceeds the system-estimated runtime (but not
the user-estimated runtime), the scheduled start time for the current reservation is
re-scheduled and more jobs may be backfilled in the newly created backfill window,
which may delay the already re-scheduled start time later. Thus, theoretically a
scheduled start time could be indefinitely delayed. The situation is aggravated
when combined with an over-estimated backfill window due to over-estimated runtimes of executing jobs. Since typically large jobs (and some long jobs) require
reservations, they suffer the most when using predictions than when using R, as
shown earlier in Figure 5.2.
To support our analysis above, we experiment with two types of workloads
created from the traces: (1) R*= T - Uniform(0,C): under-estimations only, randomly generated between 0 and C; (2) R*= T + Uniform(0,C): over-estimations
only, similarly generated. Several values of C are studied: 10 minutes, 1 hour, 5
hours, or 10 hours. Figure 5.3 shows the results of C = 5 hours. As shown, the
performance under R*= T + Uniform(0,5hr) is fairly similar to that of R*= R.
On the other hand, R*= T - Uniform(0,5hr) has much worse maximum wait in
most months and even average wait in several months, compared with R*= R. The
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problem of up to 10-hour under-estimations is even worse.
5.2.3

Performance of Inflated Prediction Methods

To improve the problems caused by under-predictions, we study whether inflating
the initial predictions can improve the performance. Two versions of inflation are
studied: +CI/2 and +R/2, defined in Section 5.1.
Figure 5.4 shows the results of ORD, plotted the same way as in Figure 5.L
By comparing Figure 5.4(a) with Figure 5.1(b), we see that 4-R/2 dramatically
improves the maximum wait of R*= ORD under the original load. In fact, R*=
ORD+R/2 also improves R*= R on all three measures by 10-30% in most months
for the original load. By comparing Figure 5.4(b) with Figure 5.1(e), we see that
+ R / 2 makes an even larger improvement on the maximum wait for p = 0.9 than
for the original load. However, although R*= ORD+R/2 still improves R*= R
in many months under p = 0.9, the improvement is smaller than that under the
original load. The performance of Recent2-|-R/2 and MinCI+R/2 (not shown) is
slightly worse than that of ORD+R/2.
Figure 5.4(c)-(d) shows the results of ORD+CI/2 for the original load and p =
0.9. We see that +CI/2 also improves the maximum wait of using ORD predictions.
However, the performance of ORD+CI/2 is worse than that of ORD+R/2. This
is not particularly surprising, since CI is not a good measure for identifying goo4
predictions, as suggested by the worse performance of MinCI than that of ORD
(Figure 5.1(b)-(c)).
5.2.4

j

Improving Accuracy Measures

Finally, Table 5.3 re-evaluates the inaccuracy of each method using a new error
metric, weighted abs(Error), proposed in this study.
weighted abs(Error) =

Y^\/j abs(Errorj )xNjX Tj
^—y=;—jvr.^rn.
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Figure 5.4: Relative performance of inflated predictions compared with i?*=R;
FCFS-backfill
Weighted abs(Error) weighs the errors by job sizes (NxT). The motivation is
that a larger and longer job with a prediction error should have more impact on
other jobs than that of a smaller and shorter job with the same error.
Using this metric, R* = R now has much smaller errors than that of R* ±
R/2 and all three prediction methods that do not inflate initial predictions. Oji
the other hand, the errors of inflated predictions (shown for ORD) are comparable
with that of R* = R. Now the results are more consistent with the observed
performance, except that the new metric fails to tell +R/2 and +CI/2 apart, even
though +CI/2 has much worse performance under p = 0.9. Apparently, no one
error metric can fully predict relative scheduling performance, which depends on
many factors, such as the job mix and workload dynamics. Nevertheless, the new
error metric is still better than previous metrics in capturing the adverse impact
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Table 5.3: Weighted abs(Error) in hours
Predictions
R

R
2

Recent2

MinCI

ORD

ORD

ORD

+R/2

+CI/2

6/03

1.8

3.8

2.7

4.3

3.5

1.7

1.7

7/03

1.5

3.9

3.2

3.8

3.4

1.5

1.5

8/03

1.3

4.3

3.5

5.7

3.9

1.6

1.7

9/03

1.6

4.3.

3.9

7.0

4.3

1.8

1.7

10/03

1.2

4.3

2.9

3.4

3.9

1.4

1.4

11/03

1.2

4.4

2.6

3.8

3.3

1.3

1.2

12/03

2.1

6.9

5.2

5.0

4.7

2.2

2.3

1/04

3.5

6.7

5.3

7.1

5.9

3.1

3.1

2/04

2.5

7.9

5.9

7.1

7.1

2.9

2.6

3/04

2.9

9.1

6.9

9.5

8.8

3.5

3.5

of runtime estimate errors on scheduling performance.
5.2.5

Two-class Runtime Estimates

As shown in Figure 5.2(c) and discussed in Section 5.2.2, the largest jobs suffer
the most due to inaccurate runtime estimates. In this section, we investigate
alternative two-class methods that tackle this particular problem by helping large
jobs.
Two methods are studied: SM:R,L:R/2 and SM:Prediction+R/2,L:R/2, where
Prediction is Recent2, ORD, or MinCI. They adjust runtimes for large jobs (N =
65-128) and smaller jobs (small and medium) separately. In both methods, large
jobs are given R* = R/2. The first method uses R* = R for smaller jobs; the
second method uses R* = Prediction+R/2 for smaller jobs. As can be seen, the
large jobs are given more favorable runtime estimates than for smaller jobs. Note
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Figure 5.5: Relative performance of two-class runtime estimates compared with
i?*=R; FCFS-backfill
that the first method is simpler because it does not use predictions.
Figure 5.5 shows the results of SM:R,L:R/2, and SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2, plotted the same way as in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.5(a)-(b) show the results of R*==
SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2 for original load and high load, respectively. The results
of R*= SM:R,L:R/2 are shown in Figure 5.5(c)-(d). The performance of R*=
SM:Recent2+R/2,L:R/2 and R*= SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2 is slightly worse than
that of R*= SM:0RD+R/2, L:R/2. This is not surprising since performance of
R * = O R D + R / 2 is also b e t t e r t h a n t h a t of R * = Recent2-(-R/2 a n d R * = M i n C I + R / 2

(see Section 5.2.3).
We find that two-class runtime estimates have a potential to further improve
the maximum wait performance of inflated prediction methods, especially under
high load. By comparing Figure 5.5(b) and Figure 5.4(b), SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2
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further improves the performance of R*= ORD+R/2 in each month, except 7/03.
Under original load, by comparing Figure 5.5(a) with Figure 5.4(a), we see that
SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2 has similar or slightly better performance than that of R*=
ORD+R/2 in most months.
Without using any prediction, R*= SM:R,L:R/2 improves performance of R*=
R in most months as shown in Figure 5.5(c)-(d). However, R*= SM:R,L:R/2 does
not improve average measures of R*= R as much as R*= SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2
does.
5.3

IMPACT OF PREDICTIONS ON LXF-BACKFILL

Unlike FCFS-backfill, LXF-backfill favors short jobs by given priority to jobs with
large slowdown. Therefore, the performance of LXF-backfill relies on the accuracy
of the job runtime information even more than FCFS-backfill. In this section, we
study the performance of previous prediction methods (i.e., Recent2, ORD, and
MinCI), the inflated prediction methods, and the two-class runtime estimates.
Similar to FCFS-backfill results, using previous predictions for LXF-backfill
degrades maximum wait in many months and even the average measures in some
months. Using inflated prediction methods for LXF-backfill also improves the
performance.

However, LXF-backfill performance is very sensitive to the load

condition, when using predictions.
Figure 5.6 shows the performance of LXF-backfill when using inflated prediction methods. Figure 5.6(a) and (b) show that R* = MinCI+R/2 and R* =
Recent2+R/2 improve performance of user-provided runtime estimates in many
months. Figure 5.6(e) and (f) show the average bounded slowdown and maximum
wait performance of LXF-backfill, respectively, when using R* = MinCI+R/2 and
R* = Recent2+R/2. As shown in Figure 5.6(e), R* = MinCI+R/2 outperforms
R* — Recent2+R/2 on the average bounded slowdown in all months. Under heavy
load, however, R* = Recent2+R/2 achieves better performance than that of i2*
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Table 5.4: Average predictions
Month

Recent2 ORD

MinCI

6/03

1.6h

1.3h

l.lh

7/03

2.3h

1.9h

1.7h

8/03

1.2h

l.Oh

0.8h

9/03

1.5h

1.4h

0.8h

10/03

2.1h

1.9h

1.9h

11/03

2.6h

2.4h

2.5h

12/03

3.8h

3.5h

3.4h

1/04

4.7h

4.3h

3.8h

2/04

3.3h

3.3h

3.3h

3/04

2.5h

2.2h

2.1h

= MinCI-f-R/2 as shown in Figure 5.6(c) and (d). While both methods produce
similar maximum wait performance as shown in Figure 5.6(f). The performance
of R* = ORD+R/2 (not shown) is slightly worse than that of R* = Recent2+R/2
for both original load and high load.
MinCI can improve performance of LXF-backfill under original load because
MinCI has a potential to better identify more short jobs. MinCI also tends to
underestimate the runtimes of long jobs which may not be a problem under original
load but may lead to poor performances under heavy load. To support our analysis^
Table 5.4 shows the average predictions of all three prediction methods Recent2,
ORD and MinCI. Table 5.4 clearly shows that MinCI produces small estimates
than do the other two methods, on all ten months studied.
Unlike FCFS-backfill results, two-class runtime estimates do not further improve the inflated predictions for LXF-backfill because this particular two-class
runtime estimate is designed to favor large jobs. When LXF-backfill is used, the
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Figure 5.7: Relative performance of the best two-class method for LXF-backfill
compared with Z?*=R
two-class method favors large jobs too much and the underestimated large jobs can
cause other jobs to suffer. Figure 5.7 shows results of the best two-class method
(i.e., R* = SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2) for LXF-backfill policy under both original and
high load. Figure 5.7(c)-(d) show average bounded slowdown and maximum wait
performance of LXF-backfill, respectively, when using R* = SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2
and R* = MinCI+R/2. Other two-class methods (not shown) produce slightly
worse performance than that of R* — SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2.
By comparing R* = SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2 and R* = MinCI+R/2, we see that
R* — SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2 provides small improvement on maximum wait in a
few months, as shown in Figure 5.7(d). However, R* = SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2
degrades the average measures in many months, as shown in Figure 5.7(c). Under
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high load, the best inflated prediction method (i.e., R* = Recent2+R/2) also outperforms the best two-class runtime method (i.e., R* = SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2).
In summary, using previous prediction methods for LXF-backfill results in poor
maximum wait performance. Using inflated methods improves performance of
previous prediction for LXF-backfill, but the two-class runtime estimates do not
further improve the performance of inflated methods.
5.4

IMPACT OF PREDICTIONS ON GOAL-ORIENTED POLICIES

In this section, we study the impact of using predicted runtimes on goal-oriented
policies. We focus on Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), found to be the best goal-oriented policy
in Chapter 4. We study the performance of previous prediction methods (i.e.,
Recent2, ORD, and MinCI), the inflated prediction methods, and the two-class
runtime estimates.
Similar to backfill results, using previous predictions (i.e., Recent2, ORD, and
MinCI) for Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) results in extremely poor maximum wait time.
Using inflated prediction methods for Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) improves the performance. Figure 5.8 shows the results of the best inflated prediction method for
each load condition. Figure 5.8(a)-(b) show the results of using ORD+R/2 for
Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) under original load and high load, respectively. The results of
using Recent2+R/2 and MinCI+R/2 (not shown) are similar to or slightly worse
than that of ORD+R/2.
The results show that using inflated prediction methods does not improve
Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) as much as it dose for FCFS-backfill policy. More specifically, under original load (see Figure 5.8(a)) ORD+R/2 improves the maximum
wait of Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) in many months but also degrades the average performance measures in many months. Similar trend can be found under high load
results (see Figure 5.8(b)). Nevertheless, inflated methods still provide much better performance than that of using the prediction methods without inflating by
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Figure 5.8: Relative performance of inflated predictions compared with i?*=R;
Tradeoff (TwravgX); L=4K
R/2.
Similar to FCFS-backfill results, using two-class methods for Tradeoff(Tw:avgX)
further improves the maximum wait performance of inflated prediction methods.
However, Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) performance is very sensitive to the load condition,
when using two-class runtime methods. Figure 5.9 shows the results of using R* =
SM:Recent2+R/2,L:R/2 and R* = SM:R,L:R/2. Figure 5.9(a)-(b) show the results
of using R* — SM:R,L:R/2 for original load and high load, respectively. Figure
5.9(c)-(d) show the results of using R* = SM:Recent2+R/2,L:R/2 for original load
and high load, respectively. The performance of R* = SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2 and
R* = SM:MinCI+R/2,L:R/2 (not shown) are slightly worse than that of R* =
SM:R/2,L:R/2 and R* = SM:Recent2+R/2,L:R/2.
Figure 5.9(a) shows that using 7?* = SM:R,L:R/2, which does not use any
prediction method, improves maximum wait of Tradeoff (Tw:avgX) in all months
under original load, and produces negligible degradation (i.e., < 10%) to average bounded slowdown in a few months.

Under high load, however, R* =

SM:Recent2+R/2,L:R/2 (Figure 5.9(d)) performs slightly better than R* = SM:R,
L:R/2 (Figure 5.9(b)), especially on average measures in many months (e.g., 6/03,
8/03, 9/03, 10/03, 2/04, and 3/04).
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Figure 5.9: Relative performance of two-class runtime estimates compared with
R*=R; Tradeoff(Tw:avgX); L=4K
In summary, using previous prediction methods for Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) results
in poor maximum wait performance. Using inflated prediction methods improves
performance of previous prediction methods for Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), and using two*
class runtime estimates further improves the maximum wait performance of using
inflated prediction methods.
5.5

RE-EVALUATE SCHEDULING POLICIES

For the purpose of understanding the potential performance of policies, Figure
5.10 re-evaluates the performance of each policy, using the best runtime model for
each policy, found in Section 5.2-5.4. Figure 5.10(a)-(b) show the average bounded
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Table 5.5: The best runtime model for each policy under each load condition
Policy

p=origmal

p=0.9

FCFS-backfill

SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2

SM:ORD+R/2,L:R/2

LXF-backfill

MinCI+R/2

Recent2+R/2

Tradeoff(Tw:avgX)

SM;R,L:R/2

SM:Recent2+R/2,L:R/2

slowdown and maximum wait performance under original load, and Figure 5.10(c)(d) show the results for p=0.9. Table 5.5 shows the best runtime model for each
policy under each load condition. The best runtime estimated model for each
policy is different because each policy has different properties.
We find that Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) outperforms both backfill policies on average
performance under both original load and high load as shown in Figure 5.10(a) and
(c). In fact, Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) provides the best average performance measures,
even better than LXF-backfill in several months. For maximum wait performance,
we find that Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) may not perform as well as does FCFS-backfill.
However, performance of Tradeoff(Tw:avgX) is still considerably better than that
of LXF-backfill in many months, as shown in Figure 5.10(b) and (d).
5.6

SUMMARY

Previous studies showed that user-provided job runtimes typically over-estimate
the actual runtimes, significantly.

Many job runtime prediction methods have

been proposed to improve these runtime estimates. These methods were shown
to improve the accuracy and the scheduling performance of using user-estimated
runtimes. However, the particular error metrics and performance measures used
for evaluating prediction methods may not be sufficient for showing the potential
problems. In particular, impacts of under-predicted runtimes have not been studied, but they may significantly affect the performance for scheduling policies that
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-»«-Tradeoff(Tw : avgX)

(a) Avg. Bounded Slowdown; p=original
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(c) Av. Bounded Slowdown; p=0.9
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Figure 5.10: Performance of goal-oriented versus backfill policies when the best
runtime model for each policy is used
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are mainly non-preemptive.
By using a more complete set of performance measures than in previous studies,
we find performance problems of using pervious runtime prediction methods. In
particular, our results reveal that the problems due to under-estimated runtimes
induced by the predictions, are even more severe than those due to over-estimated
runtimes provided by the users. We find that previous prediction methods have
detrimental impact on the maximum wait time performance.
To reduce under-estimations, we propose inflating the predictions. We show
that simply adding half of the user requested runtime to each initial prediction
greatly improves the extremely poor maximum wait problem of using predictions
without the inflation. We also propose an alternative two-class runtime estimate.
We find that they have a potential to further improve the maximum wait performance of FCFS-backfill and our goal-oriented policy (i.e., Tradeoff(Tw:avgX)).
However, for LXF-backfill policy, we find that using prediction with inflation (i.e.,
Prediction+R/2) is the best method. Furthermore, a new error metric, namely
weighted abs(Error), is also provided to complement previous metrics for characterizing the errors in the runtime estimates.
In conclusion, we find that previous prediction methods are not practical for
real systems because particular jobs may suffer very poor performance and unfairness. To improve the problems, we propose two alternatives: (1) inflated prediction
methods, and (2) two-class runtime estimates. We find that they have a potential to significantly improve the previous prediction methods. They also have a
potential to considerably improve user-provided runtime estimates. However, the
best runtime estimated model for each policy may be different. Thus, we need a
runtime estimated model that can adapt to the current scheduling policy and the
changes in the workloads.

Chapter 6
PERFORMANCE OF FAIR SHARE

As discussed in Section 2.4, many production schedulers support fair share. However, the meaning of fair share and its impact on scheduling performance under
parallel computer systems are not well studied. As a result, it is very difficult
for the system administrators to configure fair share policies and for the users to
predict the performance impact of fair share on their jobs. In this chapter, we provide a better understanding of fair share policies and their impact on scheduling
performances. Two classes of fair share policies are evaluated and compared with
backfill policies that do not use fair share. We use the ten-month NCSA/IA-64
original load job trace for this study.
This chapter is organized as follow. In Section 6.1, we define the policies to be
studied and the fair share measures to be used for evaluating the extent to which
fair share is achieved under each policy. Sections 6.2-6.5 present our evaluation
results. A summary is provided in Section 6.6.
6.1

FAIR SHARE POLICIES A N D MEASURES

In this section, we define the fair share policies studied and the fair share measures
used for comparing to what extent fair share is achieved.

6.1.1

Fair share policies

We study two fair share policies using the fair share models defined in Section 2.4.
Below, we discuss our assumptions and define the policies.
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In both policies, jobs are prioritized according to the fair share priority; within
the same fair share priority, jobs are prioritized in their arriving order.

Both

policies support backfilling. That is, jobs are considered for scheduling in the
order of their priority; if a job cannot be started due to insufficient resources,
lower-priority jobs can be backfilled on idle resources as long as they do not delay
the scheduled start time of the highest-priority waiting job. Other priority schemes
will be studied in our future work.
For simplicity, we only consider fair share among users, but not groups. In
addition, we consider equal sharing (among users), i.e., all users are assigned the
same share (e.g., one share). For the purpose of understanding the full potential
of fair share policies, we study ideal versions of fair share policies, in that the
perfect runtime information of each job is assumed to be known in advance and
that the cumulated usage contains both the actual usage so far and the expected
usage of resources allocated to the currently executing jobs and the job that has
the reservation. When cumulating the expected usage, we only include the usage
up to the end of the current fair share window.
Each policy has a parameter of the fair share window, but the usage in a
window does not carry over the next window (alternatively, this can be thought of
as decaying the previous usage to 0% when carried over the next window). That
is, at the beginning of each fair share window, the cumulated usage of each user is
reset to zero. Our future work will include the impact of the decay factor. Below,
we define the two fair share policies.
RelShare(fw): implements the relative share model using the e/u ratio. Specifically, the fair share priority of each user is defined as follows:
entitled share
cumulated usage
This policy has a parameter, fw, which specifies the fair share window, e.g.,
RelShare(ld) uses a one-day window.
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This policy is similar to FCFS-backfill, except that jobs are prioritized using
the fair share priority of the users. Jobs with the same fair share priority are
scheduled in the FCFS order. Note that during each scheduling epoch, when a
job is chosen to start, the fair share priority of the user needs to be re-computed
and all waiting jobs are re-prioritized before continuing scheduling the remaining
waiting jobs.
Bd(bd)Share(fw): implements a variation of the bounded share model. It is
different from that supported in Maui/Moab in that it uses the e/u ratio instead
of the remaining share, and that the bound is not the same as the entitled share.
This policy has two parameters: fw and bd, where bd is the share upper-bound in
the unit of node-hours, e.g., Bd(128h)Share(ld) uses one-day window and a bound
of 128 node-hours. The fair share priority of each user is defined as follows:
entitled share
Max.{128 node-hours, cumulated usage}
The motivation of this policy will be discussed later when evaluating fair share
policies.
6.1.2

Fair share measures

To evaluate to what extent the fair share is achieved, we design several per-user
fair share measures. Each measure can be computed over any period of time.
(1) devNT: deviation in node hours, defined to be the cumulated usage minus
the cumulated entitled share of each user over a given period of time. Note that a
positive value means an over-share, and a negative value means an under-share.
(2) d e v N T / e n t i t l e d share: defined to be per-user devNT divided by by the

cumulated entitled share of the user.
(3) devRate: defined to be the usage rate of the user minus the entitled rate of
the user during a given period of time. The usage rate during a fair share window
is the cumulated usage during the given period of time divided by the duration in
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which a non-zero usage is cumulated; the entitled rate is the cumulated entitled
share during the given period of time divided by the duration in which a non-zero
entitled share is cumulated. Same as devNT, the value of devRate can be positive,
negative, or 0.
Below, we explain how the cumulated entitled share of each user in each fair
share window is derived. For convenience, we use "active users" to refer to those
users who currently have waiting or running jobs. On each scheduling event,
we compute the entitled share of each active user during the time between the
previous and the current scheduling events. Under the assumption of equal share,
the entitled share of each user during a given interval of time is computed as
follows. First, we compute an equal-share value which is the maximum node-hours
in the system during the interval of time divided by currently active users. If a
user has smaller remaining node-hours than the equal-share value, the user has
an entitled share equal to its remaining node-hours, and the equal-share value is
recursively recomputed for the remaining active users. The current entitled share
is added to the cumulated entitled share for each user. For simplicity, a detail is
left out in the above description, which is that a user whose cumulated entitled
share has matched that of its node-hours requirement is not included in the above
computation even if the user is active. For example, suppose a user has a waiting
job that requires two nodes and one hour of runtime, i.e., a total of two node-hours.
Suppose the user could have cumulated entitled share of exactly two node-hours in
a one-hour interval of time. Then, even if the job is still waiting, the user will not
cumulate more entitled share after that interval of time (unless the user submits
more jobs). In this example, the entitled rate of the user is 2 nodes/hour. On the
other hand, the usage rate will be two node-hours divided by the total hours when
the job is still in the system.
(4) Service rate: defined to be the usage rate divided by the entitled rate of
each user, Note that this measure is always positive.
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(a) Avg. bounded slowdown

(b) Avg. wait

(c) Max. wait

(d) 98th-percentile wait

Figure 6.1: Performance of Share policies versus backfill policies
With the above measures, we can compute the average of all users or a set of
users. In addition, we also weight these measures by the size of jobs submitted by
each user to derive weighted average measures.
6.2

PERFORMANCE OF FAIR SHARE POLICIES
i

In this section, we study the impact of using RelShare(ld), in comparison with
FCFS-backfill. RelShare(ld) uses a one-day fair share window, which is the default
in the PBS and Maui/Moab schedulers and possibly a typical configuration oh
production parallel computer systems.
Figure 6.1.(a)-(d) plot the average bounded slowdown, average wait, maximum
wait, and 98th-percentile wait, respectively, of FCFS-backfill and RelShare(ld).
As shown in Figure 6.1(a)-(b), the two policies have fairly comparable average
bounded slowdown and average wait each month. However, Figure 6.1(c) shows
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that RelShare(ld) has more than twice as worse maximum wait time as that of
FCFS-backfill in each month studied (except 12/03). We note that only a few percentage of jobs under RelShare(ld) in each month incurred a very poor wait time.
This can be seen from Figure 6.1(d), which shows that RelShare(ld) has similar
98th-percentile wait time as that of FCFS-backfill for each month, except 7/03
and 1/04. Another point of these results is that if only the average performance
measures were studied, as in [39], we would have incorrectly concluded that fair
share policies have little impact on the scheduling performance.
Although it is not particularly surprising to find that fair share policies degrade
the performance of FCFS-backfill, it is rather unexpected to find such a large gap
in the maximum wait between RelShare(ld) and FCFS-backfill. A question is:
what users suffer poor performance under RelShare(ld)? Another question is: Is
fair share policies indeed more fair than that of FCFS-backfill? We investigate
these questions in the next two sections.
6.3

DETAILED ANALYSIS OP PAIR SHARE

To study what users suffer poor performance under RelShare(ld), Table 6.1(a)-(b)
provide the information of the four users who suffer the largest degradation in the
wait time performance under RelShare(ld) than under FCFS-backfill. We show
the results of July 2003, which has the highest load (close to 90%) among the ten
monthly workloads studied. The conclusions are similar for other months.
For each user, Table 6.1(a) shows devNT, the maximum wait (MaxW), average
wait (AvgW), and average bounded slowdown (AvgX) of all jobs submitted by
the user during July 2003 under each policy. The results show that these users
incur 100 - 200 more hours in the maximum wait time and also less share under
RelShare(ld), compared with that under FCFS-backfill. In the case of user # 7 1 ,
which has a large over-share under FCFS-backfill, it is reasonable to reduce its
over-share under fair share policies. However, users # 8 and #24, which already
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Table 6.1: Users with the worse degradation in wait time under RelShare(ld); July
2003
(a) Performance of each user
User # 2 4

User # 8
Policy

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

FCFS-backfill

-1888.2h

82.8h

21.lh

168.1

-1326.9h

114.8h

26.1h

459.5

RelShare(ld)

-4638.1h

280.7h

80.7h

907.2

-2637.1h

283.8h

73.3h

2033.2

User # 7 1

User #49

Policy

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

FCFS-bf

4797.9h

105.1h

28.7h

145.6

83.8h

66.2h

11.5h

106.7

RelShare(ld)

2572.2h

211.2h

30.2h

87.9

-991.6h

163.5h

23.7h

108.4

(b) Job size of each user
N

Total NT

.

User

#jobs

8

53

24

49

(hr)

T (hrs)

Min

Avg

Med

Max

Min

Avg

Med

Max

1452

1

75.8

128.0

128

0.0

1.6

0.2

12.0

44

827

1

57.4

32.0

128

0.0

0.5

0.3

3.0

58

11693

32

48.8

32.0

100

0.0

3.2

1.6

10.0

83

6051

1

12.7

1.0

32

0.0

3.9

1.5

12.0

Total NT
User

#jobs

8

53

24

(hr)

N x T (hrs)
Min

Avg

Med

Max

1452

0.0

27.4

15.6

180.0

44

827

0.0

18.8

8.1

95.5

71

58

11693

0.6

201.6

51.1

1000.0

49

83

6051

0.0

72.9

1.5

384.0
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suffer a large under-share under FCFS-backfill, now suffer an even larger undershare under RelShare(ld). Similarly, user #49 receive a fairly large under-share
under RelShare(ld), while it has a small over-share under FCFS-backfill.

The

results not only are counter-intuitive, but also indicates that there is a problem in
the current implementation of fair share policies.
To shed some light into the causes and problems of fair share policies, we study
the characteristics of these users and more detail of how they are treated differently
under different policies.
Table 6.1(b) shows the statistics of the job size (N, T, and NxT) of each user
during that month. Notice that all four users have a significant number of jobs,
compared with an average of 21 jobs and a median of 8 jobs per user during
that month, In addition, each of these users has a fairly large node-hours of jobs
submitted by the user in that month, compared with an average of 1256 and a
median of 146 node-hours per user during that month. However, we note that a
monthly heavy-demand user may in fact have only a light to moderate demand
each day, but the cumulated demand of the user over the month is high because
the user submits the jobs on most days of the month. Both users # 8 and #24 are
examples of such users. We will see more clearly about this (for user #8) later in
Figure 6.3.
The four users shown in Table 6.1 represent two types of users who incur a
large performance degradation under RelShare(ld): Type-Si users # 8 and #24
have a mixture of large-node jobs with small-node jobs; Type-S2 users # 7 1 has
a heavy daily demand on most days and #49 has a heavy daily demand on some
days. We will see more clearly about the demand of user #71 in Figure 6.3 later.
For a Type-Si user, the problem happens when a large job of the user queues
behind small job of the same user; once small jobs of the user are started, the fair
share priority of the user is lowered, which may prevent the first large job of the
user from receiving a reservation, even if the job is the oldest in the queue. Since
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Figure 6.2: Per-day number of jobs of an example Type-Si user (#8) who suffers
under RelShare(ld) (July 2003)
it is difficult to find enough resource to start large jobs, the delay in reserving
resources for such jobs can cause an extended delay of starting these jobs. For 4
Type-S2 user, the problem is simply that the user has too much load.
To further illustrate the problem incurred by Type-Si users under RelShare(ld),
Figure 6.2(a)-(b) shows how user # 8 is treated under RelShare(ld) and FCFSbackfill, respectively. In each graph, we plot the number of waiting jobs of the user
at the beginning of each day ("previous wait"), the number of new jobs submitted
by the user during each day ("new submitted"), and the number of started jobs of
the user during each day ("started today") under the given policy. Figure 6.2(a)
shows that under RelShare(ld), user # 8 typically starts 1-2 jobs and no more than
four jobs per day, except for one day (July 2, 2003). As a result, the user has a
large backlog each day. In contrast, under FCFS-backfill, the user can start 4-7
jobs per day in many days, and when the user has a backlog, it is cleared in a few
days and no more than a week.
Figure 6.3(a)-(b) plot the demand, usage, and entitled share of user # 8 for
each day under the two policies. Similarly, Figure 6.3(c)-(d) plot the results for a
Type-S2 user (#71). The average demand of all users of each day is also shown
for a contrast. The demand of the user in each day is the total remaining node
hours that can be used today by jobs that were already running at the beginning
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Figure 6.3: Per-day node-hours of example users who suffer under RelShare(ld)
(July 2003)
of the day, plus the total node hours that can be possibly used during that day
by all "previous wait" jobs and "new submitted" jobs of the user. Note that only
the node hours that can be possibly served today are included in the demand. For
example, if a job, requiring 1 node and 10 hours, was submitted 1 hour before the
end of the day, the job could receive at most one node-hour today; thus, only one
node-hour of the job is included in the demand of the user who submitted the job.

The usage of the user in each day is simply the total node hours actually used by
any job of the user in that day. The entitled share was defined in Section 6.1.2.
As shown in Figure 6.3(c)-(d), user #71 has a much higher per-day demand
(up to 20-30 times) than the average demand of all users for many days. The user
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is able to use his/her entitled share or more in most days under RelShare(ld), but
it can use a lot more than the entitled share under FCFS-backfill in most days.
In contrast, Figure 6.3(a)-(b) show that user # 8 has much lower demand per
day, yet uses much less than its entitled share under both policies, and especially
RelShare(ld).
With some users suffering worse performance under RelShare(ld), some users
are benefited. In fact, the number of users who considerably benefit under RelShare
(Id) (by a reduction of > 10 hours in maximum wait) is typically similar or larger
than the number of users who considerably suffer under RelShare (Id) (by an increase of > 10 hours in the maximum wait time). The users who benefit under
RelShare(ld) typically have a few very short jobs (even if they have a large num-i
ber of nodes), or they have only fairly small-node jobs (< 32). Table 6.2 provides
the information of the four users who receive the largest improvement in the maximum wait time of their jobs under RelShare(ld). Their maximum wait times
under RelShare(ld) are 50 - 100 hours smaller than that under FCFS-backfill. In
addition, these users have considerably smaller under-share under RelShare(ld)
than under FCFS-backfill.
In this section, we show that RelShare(ld) may reduce the chance of heavyload users from dominating the system resources. However, users who submit large
jobs with small jobs in between large jobs may suffer a very poor performance and
large under-share under RelShare (Id). A key conclusion is that using the priority
mechanism to implement fair share policies, as in current production, schedulers^
I
is not effective to achieve fair share.
6.4

A R E FAIR S H A R E M O R E O R LESS FAIR?

In this section, we evaluate the overall fair share of all users under RelShare(ld)
and FCFS-backfill.
First, Table 6.3(a) shows for each policy in each month, the number of users who
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Table 6.2: Users with the largest improvement in wait time under RelShare(ld);
July 2003
(a) Performance of each user
User #112
Policy

User #105

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

-8.7h

127.6h

42.5h

2553.1

-1001.2h

98.8h

20. l h

68.2

O.Oh

7.2h

4.4h

266.0

-228.5h

12.9h

5.1h

69.1

FCFS-bf
RelShare(ld)

User # 8 7

User #107

Policy

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

DevNT

MaxW

AvgW

AvgX

FCFS-bf

-382.7h

72.8h

23.3h

3.0

-1244.1h

78.1h

16.1h

82.9

-21.4h

10.3h

1.7h

1.1

•427.1b.

23.5h

8.0h

133.2

RelShare(ld)

(b) Job size of each user
Total NT

N

T(hrs)

Min

Avg

Med

Max

Min

Avg

Med

Max

2

6

46.7

6.0

128

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

8

778

16

26.0

32.0

32

0.0

3.7

0.4

12.0

87

7

403

5

5.0

5.0

5

11.5

11.5

11.5

11.5

107

21

1445

1

20.5

32.0

32

0.0

2.4

0.0

12.0

User

#jobs

112

3

105

(hr)

Total NT

(hr)

N x T (hrs)
Min

Avg

Med

Max

2

0.0

0.6

0.0

1.7

8

778

0.2

97.2

8.9

384.0

87

7

403

57.5

57.5

57.5

57.5

107

21

1445

0.0

68.8

1.2

384.0

User

#jobs

112

3

105
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Table 6.3: Information of under-shared and over-shared users each month
(a) Under-shared users each month
Month

# Users

All under-shared users

Under-share > 10 node hours

(% of all users)

(% of all users)

FCFS-backfill

RelShare(ld)

FCFS-backfill

RelShare(ld)

6/03

73

54.8%

39.7%

37.0%

31.5%

7/03

68

63.2%

52.9%

50.0%

44.1%

8/03

74

62.2%

60.3%

45.9%

46.6%

9/03

74

70.3%

54.1%

51.4%

39.2%

10/03

77

55.8%

57.1%

45.5%

46.8%

11/03

81

59.3%

53.1%

39.5%

37.0%

12/03

61

50.8%

45.9%

39.3%

34.4%

1/04

53

54.7%

49.1%

49.1%

45.3%

2/04

73

67.1%

50.7%

43.8%

35.6%

3/04

70

65.7%

50.0%

45.7%

42.9%

(b) Over-shared users each month
Month

# Users

All over-shared users

Over-share > 10 node hours

(% of all users)

(% of all users)

FCFS-backfill

RelShare(ld)

FCFS-backfill

RelShare(ld)

6/03

73

2.7%

1.4%

2.7%

0.0%

7/03

68

5.9%

7.4%

5.9%

5.9%

8/03

74

6.8%

8.2%

6.8%

6.8%

9/03

74

2.7%

2.7%

1.4%

0.0%

10/03

77

5.2%

2.6%

2.6%

0.0%

11/03

81

1.2%

1.2%

1.2%

0.0%

12/03

61

0.0%

1.6%

0.0%

1.6%

1/04

53

1.9%

5.7%

1.9%

3.8%

2/04

73

2.7%

2.7%

1.4%

2.7%

3/04

70

1.4%

2.9%

1.4%

2.9%
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(a) Monthly devNT

(b) Monthly

(c) Monthly devRate

devNT/entitiled share
Figure 6.4: Monthly deviation measures from 1-day fair share
are active in that month and the fraction of users with any under-share (i.e., cumulated usage < cumulated entitled share) and those with more than 10 node-hours
of under-share. Typically, there are 70-80 active users each month. RelShare(ld)
consistently has a lower fraction of users incurring an under-share or an undershare of over 10 node hours each month (except 10/03). For example, 50-70%
of users each month have an under-share under FCFS-backfill but the fraction is
45-60% under RelShare(ld).
Table 6.3(b) shows the information of over-shared users. Only under 10%
of users each month have an over-share. We note that the entitled share used to
compute over-share or under-share is an idealized share, which can only be achieved
under time-sharing systems. Thus, most users will be under-shared according to
the idealized share measure. The two policies have fairly comparable number of
over-shared users in that one has more over-shared users in some months, but fewer
in other months, than that of the other policy.
The results in Table 6.3 shows that RelShare(ld) does reduce the number of
under-shared users. Next, we compare the degree of fair share using several fair
share measures computed over all users for each month under each policy.
Figure 6.4(a)-(c) plot the average abs(devNT), abs(devNT)/entitled share, and
devRate of all users, under FCFS-backfill and RelShare(ld). These measures are
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Figure 6.6: Weighted average abs(devNT) under FCFS-backfill
defined in Section 6.1.2.
Figure 6.4(a) shows that RelShare(ld) only slightly reduces the average abs(dev
NT) of FCFS-backfill in a few months (7/03 and 8/03), but is similar to or slightly
worse than FCFS-backfill in other months. On the other hand, the results in
Figure 6.4(b)-(c) show that RelShare(ld) has lower abs(devNT) relative to the
entitled share and devRate in most months. This is because RelShare(ld) provides
better service to users with smaller-node jobs or fewer jobs, and these users account
for the majority of the users. The results in this figure suggest that RelShare(ld)

is more fair than FCFS-backfill.
To further understand who contribute to these measures, we weigh each measure of each user by the number of jobs submitted by the user, and the average N
and average T of jobs submitted by the user. Figures 6.5-6.6 show the results of
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weighted average devNT for RelShare(ld) and FCFS-backfill, respectively.
The weighted average of all users (Figure 6.5(a)) are similar to that of undershared users, which are the majority of the users. The most striking result is that
the average devNT increases each month and more than doubles in many months,
when weighted by per-user average N, due to under-shared users (Figure 6.5(b)).
Weighted by average T, on the other hand, has much less impact on the average
devNT than weighted by average N. In particular, weighted by average T does
not significantly increase the average devNT except in 6/03 and 9/03, as shown in
Figure 6.5(b) . The results imply that users who have larger jobs tend to suffer
(i.e., have a larger under-share) than users who have longer-runtime.
For over-shared users, all three weights used significantly reduce the average
devNT (Figures 6.5(c)). which means users who have larger-node jobs, longer jobs,
or more jobs tend to have a much smaller over-share. The results are consistent
with the results of under-shared users (Figures 6.5(b)).
Under FCFS-backfill, shown in Figure 6.6, using the weight of the average N
also increases the average devNT, but the difference is not as much as that of
RelShare(ld). This suggests that users with large jobs tend to incur more undershare under RelShare(ld) than under FCFS-backfill. In addition, under FCFSbackfill, using average T as the weight increases the average devNT of all users
and under-shared users for most months and the weighted average by average T is
similar to that of weighting by average N in most months. This means that both
N and T have roughly same impact on the under-share of each user.
Based on the results of the previous section and this section, we conclude that
RelShare(ld) is more fair except for users who have large jobs and submit small
jobs in between large jobs. This is due to the delay in reserving resource for large
jobs under RelShare(ld).
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6.5

PERFORMANCE IMPACT OF FAIR SHARE W I N D O W S A N D
BDSHARE

Next, we examine the question: how does the fair share window size affect the
performance of RelShare? BdShare policies are also included.
Intuitively, a larger fair share window (fw) could degrade the performance of
heavy-demand users, since a longer history of their resource usage will be used
to adjust down the current priority of their jobs. As a result, a larger fw may
benefit users with a lighter demand, including Type-Si users # 8 and #24, shown
in Table 6.1.
For this study, we vary fw in the range of 4 hours and 7 days, corresponding to
the range of fw typically used. Table 6.4 shows how the performance of individual
users are affected by RelShare using different fw values: 4 hours, 12 hours, 1 day,
2 days, and 7 days. We show the results for users who suffer or benefit the most
under RelShare(ld), shown in Tables 6.1-6.2. For convenience, FCFS-backfill is
repeated here. In addition, two BdShare policies using fw — 1 day are included^
These results represent the trend observed for other users.
As expected, the heavy-demand user # 7 1 , who incurs poorer performance under RelShare(ld) than under FCFS-backfill, suffers even more performance degradation if a larger fw (2 or 7 days) is used for RelShare. On the other hand,
for user #24, who also incurs poorer performance under RelShare(ld) than under
FCFS-backfill but does not have a particularly high demand during that month,
using a fw of 2 or 7 days improves the maximum and average wait of the user
by over 80%. The results for another Type-Si user # 8 are similar, except that
the performance difference between different fw values is not as large. For users
with a light demand or a few jobs, a larger fw also tend to improve their wait
time performance. This can be seen from the results for users #105 and #107 in
the table. Conversely, using a smaller fw (4 or 12 hours) tends to improve the
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Table 6.4: Impact of fair share window on RelShare (July 2003)
User # 7 1

User # 2 4
Avg.

Avg.

Max.

Avg.

Bounded

Max.

Avg.

Bounded

Wait

Wait

Slowdown

Wait

Wait

Slowdown

FCFS-backfill

105.1h

28.7h

145.6

114.8h

26.1h

459.5

RelShare(4h)

127.2h

22.3h

128.2

151.1h

45.5h

1079.0

RelShare(12h)

159.1h

29.2h

25.7

159.4h

39.5h

1137.3

RelShare(ld)

211.2h

30.2h

87.9

#283.8h

73.3h

2033.2

RelShare(2d)

#310.2h

35.2h

184.6

*53.8h

14.6h

288.5

RelShare(7d)

#451.1h

49.2h

89.6

*30.8h

5.6h

106.9

Bd(128h)Share(ld)

140.5h

34.2h

216.2

131.8h

26.7h

618.7

Bd(256h)Share(ld)

139.4h

30.3h

181.2

98.5h

24.8h

431.5

Policy

User #105

User #107
Avg.

Avg.

Max.

Avg.

Bounded

Max.

Avg.

Bounded

Policy

Wait

Wait

Slowdown

Wait

Wait

Slowdown

FCFS-backfill

98.8h

20.1h

68.2

78.1h

16.1h

82.9

RelShare(4h)

#52.6h

11.6h

2.9

#92.2h

15.4h

137.2

RelShare(12h)

19.5h

6.2h

36.4

#42.6h

13.5h

148.9

RelShare(ld)

12.9h

5.1h

69.1

23.5h

8.0h

133.2

RelShare(2d)

14.5h

3.4h

1.6

37.4h

6.4h

50.7

RelShare(7d)

9.0h

3.5h

47.3

20.2h

3.4h

39.2

Bd(128h)Share(ld)

57.4h

16.9h

32.3

62.9h

17.7h

143.7

Bd(256h)Share(ld)

29.2h

9.4h

64.9

32. l h

10.8h

134.2

( # marks fw values that have particularly poor max wait, compared with other fw values.)
(* marks fw values that have particularly good max wait, compared with other fw values.)
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Figure 6.7: Impact of using different fair share window sizes (fw) for RelShare
performance of heavy-demand users but degrades the performance of light-demand
users, compared with fw = 1 day. However, note that a user with a light monthly
demand may become a heavy demand in a shorter period of time (say a day or a
few hours). Thus, the effect of fw on this user changes as the fw changes.
Using the bounded share model is an alternative approach to improve type-Si
users. We study using a bound of 128 and 256 node-hours, corresponding to the
lowest average demand of all users each day. We choose a multiple of 128 since this
is the largest number of nodes of the jobs. As shown in the table, using a bound
can improve the performance of both Type-Si and Type-S2 users, compared with
RelShare (Id). As a result, the performance of other users may be degraded. In
terms of overall performance each month, this policy is fairly similar to that of
FCFS-backfill.
To continue our discussions of the impact of /w, Figure 6.7 summarizes the
overall performance of each month under RelShare policies with different fw values.
Figure 6.7(a) plots the average bounded slowdown of fw = 4h, 12h, and 1 dayi
FCFS-backfill is also included for comparisons. Figure 6.7(b) plots the maximum
wait in each month under RelShare with fw = 4 hours, 12 hours and 1 day
Figure 6.7(c) plots the maximum wait of using fw = 1, 2, and 7 days.
As shown in Figure 6.7(a), for the range of fw studied, the value of fw does
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not impact the average bounded slowdown by much, except July 2003. They also
have minimal impact on the average wait each month (not shown). However,
different fw values have a significant impact on the maximum wait each month.
Specifically, using a smaller fw of 4 hours or 12 hours improves the maximum wait
time of using fw = 1 day for most months, since heavy-load users are improved.
Note that the maximum wait of fw = 4 and 12 hours is still considerably higher
than that of FCFS-backfill in almost all months. On the other hand, using a fw
of 7 days significantly degrades the maximum wait time for most months, because
heavy-load users are significantly degraded. A fw of 2 days seems to be a good
compromise in that it can significantly improve type-Si users who have a large
under-share under RelShare(ld), and has a much smaller impact on the maximum
wait each month than that of fw = 7 days.
In this section, we show that for the range of fw studied, the average wait and
bounded slowdown is rather insensitive to the value of fw, but the maximum wait
is very sensitive to fw. To configure the fair share policies, the system adminis-+
trators need to understand that fair share policies do have a significant impact on
individual users. Too small a fw could penalize light-demand users; too large a
fw could starve heavy-demand users. The choice of fw would depend on the goals
of the computer systems and the workloads.
6.6

SUMMARY

Fair share is a feature supported on production schedulers and used on production parallel systems, but is not well understood. In this chapter, we study the
performance impact of fair share policies, in comparison with FCFS-backfill. Our
main goal is to provide some insight into the performance implications of fair share
policies, which may help system administrators configure their fair share policies.
First, similar to results in [39], we found that fair share policies, studied in this
thesis (i.e., Relative Share and Bounded Share), have little impact on the average
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performance measures. However, fair share policies have a significant impact on the
maximum wait time and individual users, which were overlooked in the previous
paper. Second, we found that the fair share window size, fw, has a significant
impact on the performance, in that a large fw has the potential to starve heavydemand users, but a small fw could penalize light-demand users. Third, our
analysis of fair share showed that fair share policies studied are more fair except
for users who have large jobs but also submit small jobs in between large jobs,
which is the main problem of fair share policies implemented by using the priority
mechanism.
Under the constraint of current implementation of fair share policies, we suggest
that the system administrators set a desirable fair share duration, but configure a
larger fw (say twice as large as the desirable fair share duration). Alternatively,
BdShare policies with an appropriate bound can be used, but the value of bound
depend on the workloads.

Chapter 7
CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we propose a new scheduling frame work that greatly simplifies
the system administration tasks. Furthermore, this thesis provides new understandings of the impact of using previous proposed runtime prediction methods
on scheduling policies and the impact of fair share policies on scheduling performances. In particular, we use a wide range of performance measures to determine
whether previous prediction methods improve scheduling performance. All policies
are evaluated using an event-driven simulator. As an input to our simulator, we
use job traces collected from several computer centers.
Our new goal-oriented policies allow system administrators to specify only the
high-level scheduling performance objectives. The objective can be as abstract
as "favoring short jobs" or as specific as "minimizing average slowdown". The
scheduler, then, finds the best schedule according to the given objectives and automatically adapts to changes in workloads. To implement goal-oriented policies,
we investigate several design and implementation choices and evaluate the potent
tial performance of the goal-oriented policies.
Many prediction methods based on historical data have been proposed to reduce
over-estimations of job runtimes provided by users. They were shown to improve
the accuracy of runtime estimates and scheduling performance of backfill policies*
according to particular error metrics and average performance measures. However,
using a more complete set of performance measures and a new error metric, we
show potential performance problems of using pervious prediction methods for job
scheduling. Furthermore, we show simply adding half of the requested runtime to
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each initial prediction greatly reduces the problems. In addition, we find that the
two-class runtime estimates, proposed in this thesis, have the potential to further
improve the maximum wait performance of FCFS-backfill and our goal-oriented
policies.
Current production schedulers provide fair share features, however, how to
configure fair share and its impact on scheduling performances are not well understood. In this thesis, we study the performance impact of fair share policies in
comparison with FCFS-backfill. We found that fair share policies studied have a
minimal impact on the average performance measures. However, fair share policies have a significant impact on maximum wait time and individual users. Further
analysis reviews that fair share policies studied are more fair, except for users who
have large jobs but also submit small jobs in between large jobs, which is the main
problem of fair share policies implemented by using the priority mechanism. In
addition, we found that the fair share window size, fw, has a significant impact
on the performance, in that a large fw has the potential to starve heavy-demand
users, but a small fw could penalize light-demand users.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 focuses on
goal-oriented policies. Section 7.2 focuses on predictions. Section 7.3 summarizes
findings on fair share. Finally, we discuss the potential future work in Section 7.4
7.1

GOAL-ORIENTED POLICIES

To design goal-oriented policies, we studied several questions. First!, how do we
express multiple objectives that are roughly equally important but are in conflict
with each other? Second, how do we efficiently search for the best schedule at each
scheduling decision for a given multiple objective? Finally, how do goal-oriented
policies perform in comparison with widely used backfill policies?
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To efficiently search for the best solution, we investigate several search algorithms that have a potential to perform well for the problem studied. The algorithms studied are DDS-lxf, DDS-fcfs, LDS-lxf, and LDS-fcfs. These algorithms
are different in how they order the nodes and traverse the tree. For the scheduling
problem studied in this thesis, the first few jobs considered for scheduling would
have more impact on the quality of the schedule than would the other jobs. In this
case, DDS has the potential to find the best or good solutions sooner (i.e., more
efficient) than does LDS, because DDS biases search to the discrepancies high in
the tree. Indeed, our results confirm that DDS-lxf is more efficient than other
algorithms for most policies and the workloads studied.
To formulate multiple objectives, we investigate two multi-objective models:
(1) Lexical model, based on the previous lexicographical ordering approach; (2)
Eq-Tradeoff model, proposed in this thesis to model objectives that are equally
important. We focus on two common scheduling performance requirements: preventing starvation and favoring shorter jobs. To prevent starvation, we consider
minimizing either total excessive wait measure (Tw) or maximum wait (maxW). To
favor shorter jobs, we consider minimizing either average wait (avgW) or average
bounded slowdown (avgX). To evaluate how well goal-oriented policies perform,
we compare the best goal-oriented policies (i.e., Lexical(Tw—»avgX) and Tradeoff (Tw:avgX) with two base line policies: FCFS-backfill, which favors the maximum wait (i.e., preventing starvation) and LXF-backfill, which favors the average
performance measures (average slowdown and average wait).
With appropriate objectives, goal-oriented policies have the potential to significantly improve the backfill policies. In particular, for the two goals considered, we
find that using the equal tradeoff model with optimizing Tw and avgX, i.e., Tradeoff(Tw:avgX), outperforms both backfill policies on average performance measures
as well as the maximum wait time and total normalized excessive wait for the work-jloads studied. However, some objectives should be avoided. Specifically, making
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an equal tradeoff between maximum wait and average measures or optimizing average measures as the primary objective can lead to a potential starvation problem.
Other results are fairly intuitive. First, Tw is a better starvation measure than
maxW because optimizing Tw leaves more space for optimizing other measures.
Second, optimizing avgX can achieve better average and maximum bounded slowdown than that of optimizing avgW when we use Eq-Tradeoff model, but their
difference is small when they are the secondary objective. When imperfect runtime information is used, the performance differences among policies are smaller;
nevertheless, the goal-oriented policies still provide similar or better performance,
comparing to backfill policies
Allowing specifying high-level performance goals and automatically optimizing
the performance through search not only reduces the administrator effort and
error, but also has the potential to improve the scheduling performance. The work
reported here represents a strong step in that direction.
7.2

RUNTIME PREDICTIONS

Many parallel job scheduling policies use job runtime information to make scheduling decisions. However, user-provided runtime estimates were shown to be sign
nificantly inaccurate. To improve the user-estimated runtimes, several predict
tion methods based on historical data were proposed. These prediction methods
were shown to considerably improve the accuracy of user-estimated runtimes and
scheduling performance. One problem of these previous studies is that they focused
on the average job slowdown and/or average wait time performance only, which do
not give the complete picture of the performance of using predicted runtimes. An^
other problem of these studies is that the metrics used for characterizing accuracy
may not be sufficient for characterizing the accuracy of runtime estimates.
By using a more complete set of performance measures than in previous studiesj
we find performance problems of using pervious runtime prediction methods. In
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particular, we find that the maximum wait degrades because of the under-estimated
runtimes induced by prediction methods. To improve the problem, we propose an
inflated method to the previous methods and an alternative two-class runtime
estimates. Our inflated method that is adding half the requested runtimes to the
initial predictions, can greatly improve the performance of all previous prediction
methods. In addition, we find that the two-class runtime estimates, proposed in
this thesis, has the potential to further improve the maximum wait performance
of FCFS-backfill and our goal-oriented policies. For LXF-backfill, however, our
inflated methods are found to be the best runtime model.
Furthermore, we identify problems of previous error metrics and propose a
new error metric to complement previous metrics for characterizing the errors in
the runtime estimates. The new error metric (i.e., weighted abs(Error)) which is
factoring in the job size, is found to be consistent with the observed scheduling
performance for all policies studied.
In conclusion, we find that previous prediction methods are not practical for
real systems because particular jobs may suffer very poor performance and unfairness. To improve the problems, we propose two alternatives: (1) inflated prediction
methods, and (2) two-class runtime estimates. We find that they have a potential to significantly improve the previous prediction methods. They also have a
potential to considerably improve user-provided runtime estimates. However, the
best runtime estimated model for each policy may be different. Thus, we need a
runtime estimated model that can adapt to the current scheduling policy and the
changes in the workloads.
7.3

FAIR S H A R E

Fair share is supported on many production schedulers and used on many parallel
systems, but how to configure fair share seems to be a question to many system
administrators. The only related previous paper [39] concluded that fair share has
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no effect on performance of jobs of each user. However, they reached this conclusion
because they simply computed performance measures over all jobs for each user
but ignored under what load conditions jobs were submitted. To provide some
insight into the performance implications of fair share policies, which may help
system administrators configure their fair share policies, we study the performance
impact of fair share policies, defined based on the fair share models supported in
four commonly used production job schedulers, in comparison with FCFS-backfill.
The four schedulers are PBS, LSF, IBM LoadLeveler, and Maui/Moab. The fair
share policies studied are relative share and bounded share.
Our results show that fair share has a significant impact on the maximum wait
time and individual users, which were overlooked in the previous papers. However,
fair share policies have a little impact on the average measure. Further analysis
reviews that these suffered jobs belong to high-demand users and users who submit
large jobs with small jobs in between large jobs. For high-demand users, it is fair
for their jobs to wait because fair share does not allow these users to overtake the
systems. However, fair share is unfair to users who have large jobs but also submit
small jobs in between large jobs, which dues to the implementation of fair share
using priority mechanisms. In addition, we propose several fair share measures to
illustrate the 'fairness' of each policy. These measures are devNT, devNT/entitled
share, devRate, and service rate.
We also study the impact of various different fair share window size in the range
of 4 hours and 7 days, corresponding to the range typically used. The result shows
that the fair share window has a significant impact on the performance. More
specifically, a large window size has the potential to starve heavy-demand users,
but a small window size can penalize light-demand users.
Current fair share implementation do prevent any user from dominating the
system resources. However, it can be unfair to some users. To solve this unfairness problem, we may need goal-oriented policies. Under the current relative share
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implementation (using the priority scheme), we recommend that the system administrators set a desirable fair share duration by configuring a large fair share
window size (e.g., twice as large as the desirable fair share duration). As an alternative, bounded share policy can be used. However, the value of the bound must
be appropriate, depending on the workloads.
7.4

FUTURE WORK

The possible future work on goal-oriented policies includes the followings. First,
we plan to incorporate other important performance goals such as special priority
and fair share into our goal-oriented policies. For fair share, our goal is to achieve
fair share without a significant impact on other performance measures. Second,
since several parallel computer systems allow partitioning of system resources,
we plan to tailor our goal-oriented policies to multi-partition systems. Third, to
further improve the efficiency of our goal-oriented policies, we plan to investigate
alternative search algorithms, such as combining local search and DDS.
To further reduce the problem caused by inaccurate runtime estimates, we plan
to further improve the efficiency of our proposed prediction methods by adapting
to changes in workloads and scheduling policies. For example, by using the current system load information, the two-class runtime estimates can determine when
difficult jobs need help.
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